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While the world continues to
marvel at our walks on ithe
moon, a dedicated group of
women in Shelby County had
their feet on the ground in Jan.
for the Annual March of Dimes'
Mother's March against Birth
Defects.
Now an American tradition,
it will take place this year
again the third week of Jan-
uary.
Serving for the fourth year as
co-chairman of the Mother's'
March was Mrs. A. Maces':
Walker. well known social and
civic leader. Her appointment
wag announced by Gerald D.
Murley, chairman of the Mem-
phis Shelby County Chapter,
The National Foundation March'
of Dimes.
Mrs. Walker also serves as
a member of the executive corn-'
mittee of the local chapter and
is active in all chapter p r o,
grams.
"We want to guarantee every;
child the precious birthright oti
health," said Mrs. Walker. "We
have all known, directly or in- !
directly, the tragedy of parents.
whose child was born less than'
perfect," she added.
"This family heartache must
end. That is why the March of
Dimes sets aside the month of,
January to ask public support'
of its year-around programs of'
prevenlion, patient care, re-
search, community services
and education."
Mrs. Walker hailed two new
breakthroughs. The rubella vac-
cine is a dramatic triumph ov-
er the damage that often re-
sults to an unborn child when
a woman contracts German
measles during early pregnan-
cy.. The Rh vaccine has the pos
Ctential to spare thousands of !
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12,000 Mothers Join In March Morehouse Will • •
To Help Abolish Birth Defects send 9 Blacks Willie Wine Arreste
To Pitt-Med
LEADS MOTHERS MARCH — Mrs. A. Maceo Walker is co-
chairman of the la7C Mothers March, and Gerald D. Murley,
chairman of the Memphis Shelby County Chapter. The Na-
tional Foundation March of Dimes, are seen here reveiwing
plans for the January March. The target of the Foundation
is now birth defects, since polio has been largels conquered.
future citizens death in t h e
womb or devastating handiclos
because of Rh blood disease.
The most modern rehabilita-
tion available from highly skill-
ed medical specialists a: na-
tionwide Marsh of Dimes Birth
Defects Centers enables couht•
less sm..11 victims to lead norm?
at, useful lives that would/be
impossible withsut such 'tell).
Mrs. Walker said "Last year
,12.00o women joinei in t h c
Memphis Mothers March. We
need more than that this year."
,She said that anyone who
-will help again should call the
!Mothers al.-rch Headquarters.
:274-2424 and volunteer their
!help.
Postpone Sellers Trial
In IC. State 'Massacre'
ORANGEBURG. S.
slated trial in General Sessions
state court here of a "black
scapegoat" Cleveland Sellers,
Student National Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) activist, in
an aftermath of the February.
1968 South Carolina State Col-
lege fatal "invasion" by a
plainclothesed
deputies posse, was postponed
here last week until the U.S.
Supreme Court rules on the
state's allegedly ambiguous "ri-
Ct" statutes.
Gov. Robert McNair. t h e
state legislature. and a South
Carolina state grand jury had
all refused to act on protests
of the 20 wounded students
and their sympathizers imme-
diately after the incident which
involved both South Carolina
State College and the adjoining
Claflin College campus.
Some 20 Iliac's students who
were wounded in the disorder
in which three black youths'
were fatally shot in the back.
C. — The claimed at the time of the in- ins, Committee iSNCCs who
cident and later at a Federal was born, raised and still lives
'Court trial in which eight white across the road from the col-
police officers were acquitted,' lege campuses and who was on
that an enraged, plainclothesed the campus at the time of the
police-and-citizens posse had disorders was being tried last
come charging onto the campus week by the state in Generalduring a discrimination bonfire Sessions Court on charges of
'protest rally against the town's conspiring to riot and inciting
only bowling alley, white-owned. to riot.
They also claimed white po- Sellers. himself, was badly
lice h d mobbed students in he wounded during the disorder.
town's central business dis- Although dormitories were
inlet on the previous day when invaded, rooms and belongings
the white bowling alley own- of students badly vandalized
sr had closed down rather than during the "invasion," no phy-,'
allow the black students to use sical evidence that students.
his premises. possessed or actually fired guns
A federal court order has was ever produced despite sev-
since "Opened the bowling alley eral intensive investigatioas by
to black use. both state and Federal agen-
The evidence at the trial cies.
showed that most of those Police, however, testified that
wounded or killed were shot in the students threw rocks and
the back by bullets which came:bottles at them before the
from the white plainclothesecLplainclothesed South Carolina'
policemen's guns, but Cleve-'Law Enforcement Division
land Sellers, black activist with (SLED) officers opened fire on
the Student National Coordinat-!the fleeing black students
TRIAL REOUMES FOR MARINES —• rs. Maxine A. Smith,
executive secretary for the Memphis branch of the NAACP,
was among the spectators when the trial of four black
marines, accused of conspiracy to riot, rioting and smith,
resumed on Monday morning. From left are Lance Cpl.
Perry Rackstrom, Lauderdale, Miss.; Private Oscar W.
PITTSBURGH — In answer,
to the protests of black citizens l
for several years past over
the lack of black students in
the University of Pittsburgh
Medical School, the college
has worked out an agreement
with Morehouse College, At
tante, Ga., to accept nine of
the students in the biology de-
partment of Morehouse as stu-
dents at the Pitt Medical
School this year.
To further the two schools
joint cooperative program to
train and inspire more black
biology majors to pursue grad-
uate courses in medicine, Dr.
John A. Wagner, professor of
biology at Morehouse College,
brought some ten biology ma-
jors from Morehouse and one
form Spelman College to the
University of Pittsburgh where
they were all entertained on a
visit last week.
They were William Cleve-
land, Alan Funnye, William
Hicks, Houston Lumpkin, Win-
field Murray, David Spearman,
M a ri o n Williams, Reginald
Wills. Forrest Yancey a n
James Young. all of More-
house: and Betty Cox, of Spel-
man College.
Salary Decline
In Chicago
Noted In Oct.
WILBPRFORCE, Ohio
— Prof. James T. Henry, earth
science department chairman
at Central State University, has
been reelected, mayor of near-
Xemia. a city of about 3u.0-A.
Henry became the first black
mayor of Xenia a year ago
when named by the five city
commissioners. He had been
a city commissioner for about
15 years.
A teacher at CSU for more
than 30 years. Prof. Henry said
1"It is always a privilege to
serve the community — that of,
Xenia. In doing me this honor,'
Xenia has done to the institu-
tion I respect—Central State
,
University."
Henry is the third black
mayor of a large city in Ohio,'
being preceded by forme ri
mayor Robert Henry of Spring-
field and mayor Carl Stokes
of Cleveland.
15g
Spat With Fireman
Cafe Owner
Is Charged
In Wife's Death
Hosea Maxwell, Jr 39. ,of
243 Simpson, was charged with
murder on Monday in the
death of his wife, Mrs. Ola Mae
Maxwell. 32.
Mrs. Maxwell was found ly
ing on a mattress on the floor
of the Puzzle Lounge at 1402
Menager about 7:30 a.m. last
Saturday. She was then car-
ried to John Gaston Hospital
and pronounced dead about a
hour later.
Accotding to Patrolmen W
H. Thomas and D. W. Kirk.
Mr. Maxwell told them that he
and his wife argued for sev-
eral hours before closing the
establishment, and then he
had beaten his wife at various
times with a pool stick, a beer
bottle, a knife and a screwdriv
er.
Mrs. Maxwell's body 1% as re
portedly covered ‘Nith cuts and
bruises.
An autopsy has been order-
ed in the death of Mrs. Max
well.
Search Is On
For First 'Miss
Black Memphis'
CAUSE FOR CONCERN — Concern for the
plight of Mrs. Vera Carter and her seven
soung boys resulted in the arrest last Fri-
day of Lance "Sweet Willie Wine" Watson
and his later being held to the state on dis-
orderly conduct charge. Here Mrs. Carter
shows Invaders and a radio newsman one
potato, all she and the boys had to eat, at
the time Mr. Watson was arrested for in.
(jarring about her plight. At right are Coot
McFadden, an Invader; Mrs. Watson, and T
Rick Taylor, n'ee,s reporter for Radio Sta. -
lion W'DIA.
A Concern For Mother
Of 7 Brings Arrest
were going to be evicted from
a house in the Beale Street Ur-
ban Renewal Area landed
Lance "Sweet Willie Wine"
Watson in trouble last Friday.
Mr. Watson said that he was
walking past a frame building
at 426 Linden ave. late last Fri-
day evening and noticed that
a fire marshal, later identifiedThe tired and weary Magi- home after three games on 
as J.C. Pryor, was in the build-clans of LeMoyne-Owen, back the road, are faced with back• ing.
to-back contests this weekend Mr. Watson said that he askin Bruce Hall. 
ed Mr. Pryor whether or not heThey will host Lincoln Uni- 
was about to evict the woman,versity of Jefferson City, Mo.,
and he replied that he was not.on Friday night, Jan. 23, and He said that Mr. Pryorthen meet Bethel on Saturday !
answered his question fournight. 
'times, and when he began toLeMoyne-Owen defeated Lin-I!ask him the same thing t h ccoin, 105-91, earlier this season fifth time, the fireman replied,at Jefferson City. 
:"Why don't you shut up"This will he the Magicians 1 Mr. Watson said that he wasfirst crack at highly rated
'not going to stop talking, andBethel. Both LeMoyne-Owen
and Bethel compete in the
western division of the Volun•
teer State Athletic Conference.,
The Magicians, will complete
the January portion of their
schedule next week when they
face two more VSAC members.
They meet UT-Martin, Jan. 26,
at Martin, and go across
town Jan. 28 to tackle Chris-
tian Brothers. LeMoyne-Owen
defeated both of these teams
on the Magician court, taking
Entries are now being accept-
.d for the first "Miss Black:
:Memphis" contest. The event Is
'being presented by Bernard
Roberson and "Sweet Willie
The contest is open to all
black young ladies between the
ages of 18 to 22. The contestants
must have a knowledge of Black
History; must be single and
possess talent.
Entries may be placed at
Radio Station W-L-O-K between
the hours of 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
T he winners will receive
prizes that will include a chauf
feur-driven car for a day and
dinner dates with well-knoan
recording stars.
The ten finalists will he an-
nounced on WLOK Feb. 2, 1970.
The deadline for entlies is Jan
30, 1970.
Magidans To Battle
Lincoln And Bethel
Terry, Paducah, Ky.: Mrs. Smith, Pic. Charles Nickson,
Memphis; and Pfc. Arthur W. McCall, Birmingham. The
NAACP is providing legal defense for the marines in an
incident which occurred at the Millington Naval Air Station
troo ink 30. The four are veterans of Vietnam. (Withers
11110!0
UT-Martin, 81-68, and CBC,,
charge. He was then released'vate law practice.63-53.
'on $26.00 bond.
Since that time he has serv•LeMoyne. now 10-4 overall. Mr. Watson appeared before 
ed as Assistant United Statesand 2-1 in the conference race. City Court Judge Beverly
- 1 Attorney and director of hospi-dropped its three road games!Boushe, and he was held to the:tals for the City of Memphis.last week, Tougaloo surprisedIstate on the charge, after the Hospitals, the latter post he re-by getting even with the Magi- :fireman admitted that the To 
signed last year to accept thecians. 102-86. and Union came vader had not threatened him. 
'judgeship in Division Four ofout on top. 67-63. LeMoyne lost Mr. Pryor claimed Mr. Wat- Criminal Court.to Lane by the forfeit route, son had called him an obscene 2-0. 
name. but Mr. Watson darned He is a member and an n!At Tougaloo, one of the Ma- this. ficer of the Mt. Pisgah CMEgicians said "We didn't play
our usual game." In the defeat
by Union. LeMoyne Coach
Jerry Johnson took the blame,
saying he erred by snatching
guard Herbert Carter and hold-
ing him out too long. At Lane. permitted to tick off seconds and his message will be gear-
Concern for whether a mother Judge Baushe did not set a
and her seven small children bond for Mr. Watson. hut
another judge placed his bond
at $350.00 and he was released.
Following his first release last
Friday night, Mr. Watson said
that he returned to the house
where the Mrs. Vera: Carter,
and her children ages one thru
seven had been seen in t h e
house abandoned by all other
tenants, and found that a 11
utilities but gas had been turn-
ed off.
He said that he found fhat the
mother, and her seven sons,
had only a single white potato
to eat.
a1r. IV tson said that he cart
ried groceries to the woman
that night, and on last Sunday
made an appeal to the congre-
,..;ation of Progressive Baptist
Church during the morning wor-
ship nu-. and aid was promis-
ed bs the minister, the R e v.
O.C. Collins.
Late Monday, Mrs. Joan E.
Golden. of Radio Station
WLOK's "Action Central," in-
formed the Tri-State Defender
that Harr' L. Strong, founder
and director of the Mallory
Knight: Charitable Organiza-
tion, had investigated the fam-
ily's plight and had informed
her that the greatest need at
the present is for a two-bed-
room apartment, with kitchen
facilities, for the eight persons.
Mrs. Golden said that Porter-
Leath Homes offered to take
the woman's children until
she could find a house, but that
she wants to keep them
gether.
Judge Horton To Give
Brotherhood Address
Coach Johnson pulled his team
from the court with three
seconds to go in overtime This
Mr. Pryor told him that he
would either keep quiet or go Criminal Court Judge C. Odell sung by
to jail. Horton will be the guest chorus.
After he continued to talk, he peaker for the 46th annual' All are invited
said Mr. Pryor went to his car irotherhood Program at Metro-'for the day.
outside and radioed for the po.'politan Baptist Church, corner
lice, who arrived about 20 min-!of Walker and McDowell, th
utes later and placed the In- Sunday at 3:15 p.m.
vader prime minister under ar, The program will conclude al
rest and carried him to jail. month of activities sponsoredI
He said the police discussed by the men of the church.
for about 20 minutes what he Judge Horton, a native s
should be charged for, and then Bolivar, Tenn., came to Men.
settled on a disorderly conduct 'phis in 1957 and iet up a pr
Church in the Orange Mound
community. The public is invit-
ed to hear Judge Horton.
resulted in the 2-0 forfeit to During the 11 a.m. session,
Lane. Johnson protested a foul' the sermon will be delivered by
call and said the clock -was the pastor, the Rev. S. A. Owen,
after the foul had been called.
The score was 85-85 when John-
son pulled his team.
llow
-
ed to the theme of the month
and for the men of the church.
Music for the day will be
the church's m a Fe
to all services
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MOTHERS SEWING PROGRAM—Mrs. George Harvey, presi-
dent of the L'Elite Service club, presents Mr. Nesby Blan•
chard, night director for the North Memphis Action P r o•
gram, a $300 check to sponsor a low-income Mother's Sew-
ing Program. The program provides sewing instruction for
low-income mothers who ha‘e a desjre to sew. The L'Elite
service club is a group of professional teachers and sec-
retaries who render financial assistance to the ev icted
and destitute. Shown above are, from left, Warren Lewis
of the Black Knights, Mrs. Georgia Harse. Mr. Nesby
Blanchard. Father Carpenter, assistant director, and stu-
dents.
Youths Light Jim Brown's Firm
Fires In N.Y. Sues for 5 Million
Legislature
School-Mix Stays
Duel Of Strategies
WASHINGTON — The Su-
preme Court reiterated hr the
umpteeth time last week to a
set of school districts from
some six southern states that the
order -desegregate now means
mix both pupils and faculties
racially by Fete 1, not next
Sept. as the 41 assorted
school districts -lid the Nixon
Administration had influenced
the Fifth U. S. Circuit Court at
New Orleans to permit.
A Federal District Court also
ordered the Internal Revenue
Service to stop gr.o3ting tax
exemptions to private schools
which are segregated.
Although in Atlanta, a Feder-
al District Court agreed that
a March 5 deadline can be
used rather than the Feb. 1
date because Atlanta schools
' The suit asks $5-million puni-
tive damages and $100,000 in
actual damages suffered.
Atty. Clarence L. Gaines filed:
the suit.
In the suit Atty. Gaines
"charges that Tubiolo on last
Dec. 23 in Miami. Fla., made
CLEVELAND - The busi- The United Athletic Associa- "unethical
:malicious statements and used
ness rivalry of two competing lion, an organization formed by !in- 
practices" in talk-
profession al athletes manage- t Jim Brown and professional 
g to several prospective pro-
corporations, one in football star, John Wooten, 
fessional athletes.
ALBANY, N. Y. — The New which former gridiron immar- ed the suit in Federal Court in
York state legislature n,3 w
knows a lot more about "heat-
ed" demonstrations at first
hand.
Black militant youths from
New York City set fire to at
least one set of draperies in
an anteroom of the vistars'
gallery and in several other
parts of the State Capitol
and warned: "There'll be a
peat many more fires unless
better legislation is passed to
take care of the urban crisis.-
.
:The demonstrations by some
NO youths came as the State
agislature was okaying a
resolution oakying Jan. 15 as
**Dr. Martin Luther King Day.
the date was the late assas-
tnated martyr. Dr. King's
birthday.
-Capitol state police put out
tie small, almost harmless
tes but made no arrests.
- The youths shouted from the
elsitors gallery:
:▪ "You're not doing us a favor
by giving a bill for Martin
leilither King. He's dead. You
*led him."
--We want to be heard."
s;me of the other youngsters
spouted. -How come we can't
talk about education."
• 2
:One of the gripes of young
blacks, in addition to the fact
that defacto-segregated non-
Zuthern schools are not turn-
ing out black graduates who
con meet the standards set up
is that only 1.9 percent of the
c(illege population of the Unit-
ed States is non-white although
blacks make up more than 55
pkrcents of all graduates 01
INkw York City high schools.
-Some of the black youth,
also yelled "freedom for the21."
ortis was a reference to the
fact that 21 alleged Black
Plinthers are being held in
jail, some in $100,000 bond on
conspiracy charges in an alleg-
es: plot to dynamite depart
meat stores and commuter
lain facilities.
(al and now film star, Jim
Brown, is a partner, have come
to the point of getting ready
to battle it out in the courts
via a $5.1-million slander suit.
Cleveland last week against
'Celebrities Investment Manage-
ment Co.. of which Joseph
Tubiolo, of Washington, D. C.,
is president.
Let's Make a Deal
with host Monty Hall
now Saturday nights
41,
0 WLOK Presents at the
MID-SOUTH
COLIS UM
e Night Only!!
Sunday Jan. 25th
7:00 PIN
All Seats Reserved!!! 3-4-5 dollars
iaci by
CANE
CONCERTS
For ticket information & Reservations: call MID-SOUTH
COLISEUM BOX Office 274-7400- Goldsmith's ticket
office Poplar Tuees-Home of Blues-Record World
Records or Po_peye Records.
Tubiolo is said to have re-
marked, in the presence of wit-
nesses that Brown and Woot-
en's United Athletic Association
representatives "got athletes
inebriated and tried to force
them to sign contracts with
'heir organizations.
It was also alleged that
-these acts (of Athletic Associ-
ation) resulted in fist fights be-
tween athletes and plaintiff's.
Athletic Association is the plain-
tiff in the suit.
DAISY
n
-NOW-
FIRST MEMPHIS SHOWING
BLACK 800Y
WHITE BRAIN
A change of living.
A change of loving...
4It
RAYMOND ST JACQUES
SUSAN OLIVER
JANET MAcLACHLAN1
DONNELLY RHODES
LESUE NIELSEN
ADULTS ONLY
use the quar_er system and a
new Quarter starts on that
date, the SAith's proposal to
set up pris ate schools ,on dis-
tricts where blacks outnumbered
whites appeared to be doom
-0
ed -after a tong dragged-o4
experiment, to eventual failure
,rom eAmemic blows.
The Federal Court ruling
that tas exemptions can no, be
given t) support segregated
private schools came at the
same time that Mississippi's
Gov. John Bell Williams was
asking his legislature to grant
state t x exemptions to such
schools.
Georgia's Gov. Lester Mad-
dox, who had marched in white
demonstrations remarkably like
die b/F:k -Freedom" dem-
onstrations of the past years,
protesting that Atlanta's
eh)ols nd teachers must not
become racially-mixed grimac-
ed at the lower court ordered
delay to March 5, for Alan
, schools and conrmented:
"If we could have a thous
and groups hese childrei
(white anti-int gration demon
strators) all ver the South
they would elay it (integra
tion) until rch 5 in t h
year 2000."
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Only the Dame's new at BUD DAVIS CHEVROLET
Previously Hoehn Chevrolet Co. The same courteous service and parts departments (largest
in the South!) largest inventory of new Chevrolet cars and trucks and OK used cars and
trucks. The sante straight dealin' and easy fietnicie'. The deals are right at BUD DAVIS
Chevrolet!
Service While You Shop or Work Down-
town and Crosstown. Courtesy car Ser-
vice Mon. 1 111 9 P.M.. Tues. thru
Friday 1 '111 6 P.M.
BUD
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MID-SOUTH'S LARGEST CHEVROLET DEALER
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HONORED AT LUNCHEON — 'Ihese four students were
among those honored recesitiy for representatives in the
March of Dinves program fer representatives of each nigh
school in Memphis and Shelby County. From left are Debbie
Murky, White Siatien High: hunter Humphreys, general
chairman of the Teen Action. Program, Dr. C. C. Humph.
Annual MOD Appeal
Is Set For Saturday
Miss Marie Sengstacke and January 24, will highlight the
Mr. Irby Fogleman, III have fund-raising efforts of teen-age
been appointed by Rev. John volunteers for the March of
R. Batson, principal of Father Dimes during the annual ap-
Bertrand School, to serve on peal to prevent birth defects.
the Teen Action Program of. Marie Sengstacke, chairman
the 1970 March of Dimes, of the Teen Action P ro g r a m
They, with representatives (TAP), announced today that
from their school will join ap- her co-workers have scheduled
proximately 5000 other students street collections and students
who will work together on. '•Go in Father Bertr:!m School will
MOD Day." all participate.
"GO MOD DAYS' Saturday, Miss Sengstacke and her co-
og.
DEFENDER
reys, president of Memphis State University and West Ten-
nessee chairman of March of Dimes; Irby' Fogelman, Ill,
Miss Marie Sengacke, co-chairman of TAP committee at
Father Bertrand, and C. 1.. McCemas, campaign director of
Memphis Shelby C:iiinty chat:ter of March of Dimes.
chairman. Irby Fogleman. said'
that students from ov er 100
high schools in Memphis are
planning events that put • fun"
into fund raising.
All contributions will go to
the year-round programs of
research, education, patient
care and community services
supported by the Mar c h of
Dimes.
"The ultimate goal of the
March of Dimes is prevention
of birth defects." they said.
"These diseases annually strike
a quarter of a million infants
in our country. Medical science
is making exciting progress
in the field of prevention and
we want to do everything possi-
.ble to help."
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"Mitt-Americas Favorite Gift Stamp"
1 BIG REASON
3pB1G STAR
There's More
For You
At BIG STAR
Where You're
Always
Among
Friends
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Smith Prexy Gets 3
New Appointments
'CHARLOTTE, N.C. — Dr. Lio-
nel H. Newsom, president of
Johnson C. Smith University,
has received three importantl
and history-making appoint-
ments within the last few
weeks.
He was 'appointed to the
Board of Directors ot the
Charlotte Chamber of COM-
Mem. in Dec. 1969, presum-
ably the first black man ever
seated on the 37-member board
and possibly on any Chamber of
Commerce Board in the South.
This is especially noteworthy
in view of the.fact that Negroes
have been admitted to mem-
bership in the Chamber only
since January 1, 1963.
!!r. Newson also recenly be-
came the first Negro to be
appointed to the Board of Visi-
tors of Davidson College. The
Board of Visitors is composed
of opinion leaders, interested
in Davidson and in higher
education who act as a sotind-
ing board for new ideas for
the college. There are current-
ly 115 members on the Board
In addition to these -appoint-
ments, Dr. Newsom has accept
ed an invitation to serve aa a
member of the Educational
Plans and. Policies Advisory'
Committee of the Southern Re-
.2tonal Education Board. The
Chicago Airman Gets
'Air Force Action Medal
FUSSA, Japan — U. S. Air
Force Staff Sergeant Robert I.
Goodman, brother of Curtis L.
Goodman. 6840 S. Morgan St..
Chicago, has received the Air
Medal at Yokota AB. Japan,
for air action in South Asia.
Sergeant Goodman. an aero
medical technician, was deco-
rated for his autstanding air-
manship and courage on suc-
cessful and import an missions
completed under hazardous
conditions.
He is at Yokota with the 56th
Aerospace Medical Evacuation
Squadron, a unit of the Military
Airlift Command which pro-
vides global airlift for U. S.
military forces.
The sergeant attended Book-
er T, Washington High School
in Atlanta.
His wife. Willie. is the
daughter of Mrs. Ella L. Smith
of 12 Hillard St. N. E. Atlanta.
advisory committee is compos-
ed of 12 persons representing
both public and private edu-
cation.
One of the major functions of
the Committee is to advise the
director, of the SREB on major
problems and opportunities fac-
ing higher education- in the
South. Other .functions include'
'advising the director on con-
trolling values and needs of
higher institutions in the south.
discussing methods of develop-
ing and. maintaining effective
relationships with regional edu-
cational institutions, and pro-
posing educational plans and
policies which will increase the
usefulness of regional coopera-
tion.'
Dr. Newsom is quite familiar
with the purpose and functions
of the committee.
-
LeMoyne Prexy
Will Address
MSU, Graduates
AnotheI• high honor has came
to Dr. Hollis F. Price. presi-
dent of LeMzkne-Owen -College.
He has been 4rhosen-to give the
commencement a d dress to
Memphis State University's
winter graduating class of 706
at 10 a.m. this Saturday morn-
ing. Jan. 24, in the Mid-South
Coliseum.
• Dr. Price was selected "Edu-
cator of the Year" in 1968 by
Greater Memphis State. Inc.,
a university support group.
Most recently, he was named
an advisor to the Memphis
Board of Education.
The graduating class at
Memphis State includes 55
honor students. Forty-one will
be awarded degrees cum laude.
and 14 will be awarded degrees
magna cum laude.
Veterans Will Receive
Millions From Policies
Veterans and servicemen
with G. I. life insurance poli-
(ies issued during the World
War 1 and World War II peri-
octg will receive some S264 mil-
lion in dividents in 1970.
Administrator of Veterans
Affairs Donald E. Johnson, in
approving the dividends, said
1970 payments will be $28 mil-
lion more than last year.
The payments wilt go to 4,-
191,200 holders of U. S. Govern-
ment Life Insurance fUSGLI)
and National Service Life In-
surance ,(NSLI). USGLI was is-
sued during the World War I
era and NSLI during World
War II.
The VA chief said the in-
crease in dividends was made
possible because of larger in-
terest earnings in the two
funds, and that payments will
be made throughout 1970 on
the anniversary dates of the
policies.
According to Mr. Johnson,
173,200 USGLI policy holders
will receive $20 million in divi-
dends, averaging a little more
than $115 per policy. In 1969.
the average was about $97
NSLI policy holders number
4,018,000, and they will receive
$244 million in dividends aver-
aging nearly $61 each, com-
pared to $$3 in 1969.
Mr. Johnson explained that
3
9
Since the dividend on each pol-
icy depends on the plan of in-
surance, age of the insured, age
of the policy, and its face value,
individual paym en t's will
range from a few dollars to
hundreds of dollars.
He stressed that sin ce the
cash payments will be auto-
matic, there is no need to write
to the VA to receive them. 1115,.
only exception is where tie.
serviceman or veteran has in•
dicated to the VA another dis-
position of his dividends.
It was also pointed out that
dividends will not be. paid on
policies terminated by death
or surrender, since these divi-
dends are ordinarily at
that time.
paid
LOOK HAIR
PREPARATTONS
At your local Cosmetic
---Counter—
There is a Look Hair
Preparation
For Every Hair Mod
LOOK HAIR
PREPARATION-
DIVISION of
HAYNES & SON
P.O. Box 1124
Carbondale. iIIinios
1 Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
B H
INC.
248 Vance Ave.
TAILORS
JA 74320
Memphis, Tennessee
'YOUR Compaq Aloha Whet Yoe Ask fee Asi
Omens Whirs Yee Think OP
if
'; qt 
e specialize
IN THE BEST VALUES FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!
Fantastic Savings
LADILIS DRESSES
'5 ms6
Reg. Price 6.97 - 10.97
Choose from casuals and dressy styles.
Jr., Misses, Jr. Petite and Half - Sizes.
Clearance Priced Now !
LADIES
$SRIVIE. 1:7E6:17S
Cardigan and slip-on styles in
100% orion and wool hlends.
Many colors to choose from.
Sizes 34O
Prices good while quantities last
INOOLCO SUPER COUPON
: SAVE MO I I SAVE CO
'Ladies Stretch!' Jr. Boy's :
' Denim Slacks IIIIBumblebee Jeans
222II
WITH THIS COUPON
• Flare leg - Denim or Cotton/Nylon
. Permanent Press
• Sizes 8-16
• 5 colors to choose from
LADIESWEAR DEPT.
Limit 1 thru Jan. 24
L I= MB OM NM am an
EASTGATE SOUTHGATE GATEWAY MALL
5100 Park Ave. 1833 So. Third 3230 Jackson Aye.
STORE HOURS. 10 A.M. til 9:30 P.M. DAILY, CLOSED SUNDAYS
150
WITH THIS COUPON
Elastic-waist Jeans
Easy care snap
-front 2 pocketSizes 3-7
6 colors to choose from
JR. BOYS DEPT.
Limit 1 thru Jan. 24
=IN
Sawid el OusE•y
-14111,
1.1411r2V11114
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St. Michael To Teach
Basics Of The Faith
On Wednesdays January 21,
at 8 pen. at St. Michael Cath-
lic Church, 3867 Summer ave.,
a new series on the basic teach-
ings of the Catholic Faith will
begin.
The Forums are open to all
persons regardless of faith and
are designed to instruct those
wishing to become Catholic as
well as those interested in ad-
vancing their knowledge of the
Catholic Faith.
The Forum will continue for
the next 14 weeks and will in-
clude a tour of the church and
a demonstration of the sacri-
fice of the Mass.
At the conclusion of the se-
ries, certificates of attendance
will be given to those complete
ing the course. The Forum wi*
be under the direction of
Frank G 1 a nkler, Memphis
business man.
As such, it will represent a
first in this part of the country
regarding this type of instruc-
tional program. Prior to this
time the series was conducted
by James Walsh, Jr., Lay Thee
°logien at St. Michael and
graduate of the Institute of
DEFENDER SATURDAY, JANUARY 24, 1970
Lay Theology at the University
of San Francisco.
•
Mr. Walsh stated: For the
last four years whtle conduct-
ing this series, on the Catholic
faith I have been assisted by
about twenty dedicated a n d
competent lay people, in giving
instructions to persons inter-
ested in becoming Catholic. I
knew that my contract with St.
Michael would come to an end
as of January, 1970, and, so,
for the past two years, each
Wednesday evening one of the
Co-instructors has been giving
a portion of the lecture. By
now each Co-instructor is tho-
roughly familiar with the as-
signed topic and I believe that
they will be able to present the
material in a very competent
fashion. So far as I know this
will be the first time an entire
Inquiry Forum Series will be
under the direction of lay men
and women. I believe tire this
is another example of the
greater co-operation among
Catholic clergy end laity re-
garding church affairs and im-
plements the recommendations
of the Vatican Conned," he
concluded.
IBaptists Will Present
12th International Tea
! Plans are underway for the12th annual Baptist Interna-
tional Tea, scheduled for the
West Hall of Ellis Auditorium,
Jan. 25, from 4 to 6 p.m.
Mrs. Nancy Givands, coordi-
nator, and the Rev. Ben L.
Hooks, chairman, agree that
the upcoming tea will be ''the
biggest and best."
The tea was
will be: "Christianity Takes a
Tour."
Mrs. M. L. Robinson will be
the program chairman.
Trinity CME
Invites 18
launched 12 Malle Choruses
years ago for the purpose of
raising funds for Owen Junior
College, now merged with Le-
Moyne College. Proceeds from
the Jan. 25 affair will go to
LeMoyne-Owen.
The tea is sponsored by the
Memphis Baptist Pastors' Al-
liance and cooperating Baptist
churches in Shelby County,
The LeMoyne;Owen Alumni
Club of Memphis will join
about as Baptist churches in
sponsoring tables for the tea,
according to Willis T. Miles,
president of the alunmi club.
Each table will represent a
nation and the general theme
Bak•d In Mernphis by Memphiars
 rushadrushed dolly to your big
Hogue R Knott supermarket for
.m•ximum freshness. sallgtVg‘
II fa
pkg.
BREAD 274
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS He=cr.., 274
U.S.D.A. HEAVY CHOICE
CENTER CUT
BEEF
ROAST LB 61c
CENTER CUT
PORK
CHOPS LB 99c
FRESH GROUND
HAMBURGER
SIMPLOT CRINKLE CUT
POTATOES
REYNOLDS
WRAP
12"x25' ROLL 25
DIXIE LILY
SELF-RISING
FLOUR5 LE. EAG 39
HOGUE & KNOTT
PURE PORK LB
SAUSAGE a Bag 39
FRESH PORK
% PORK
LOIN LB 790
GOVERNMENT INSPECTED GRADE A
CUT UP
FRYERS
20 oz.
POLY
BAG
FRANCO AMERICAN
SPAGHETTI
nz
CAN 27.
SPECKLED
BUTTERBEANS
15c10 oz PK C
HUNTS
HALVES OR
725c
SLICES 29
PEA(MES
HOGUE & KNOTT
1378 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARR 3384 N. THOMAS 973 SO THIRD
1578 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER
Open Sundays fur For Your Shopping Convenience 9 A PA
The Trinity CME Church
male chorus will celebrate its
annual day during a program
to be given at the church at
650 Wells ave. on Sunday, Jan.
25, at 3 p. m.
This will be the first annual
event to be presented this year
at the church, and some 18
male choruses from throughout
the city have been invited to
appear.
Mrs. Imogene Hill is pianist
and director of the m a le
chorus, Morman Smith is
chairman, Matthew R. Davis
president of the singers, and
Moses Bridges secretary.
The Rev. William Smith is
minister of the church.
Registration
LONGVIEW CIVIC OFFICERS — Officers of the Long-
view Heights Civic Club are seen here following a recent
installation services at the Calvary Methodist Church. On
front row, from left, are Mrs. Minerva Hancock, assistant
secretary; Mrs. Charles Walker, corresponding secretary;
Robert Renfro, financial secretary; Mrs. Kathryn Rowers,
recording secretary, and Mrs. Lucy Williams, treasurer.
On back row, same order, are the Rev. R. A. Blvens,
parlimentarian; the Rev. James E. Smith, president;
Logan Mitchell, planning chairman; Arthur Dugger, ser-
geant-at-arms; and Jesse Smith, chaplain. (McChristion
Photo)
Being Held For 
Black Voters Facing Longview Heights Civic
Club Installs Officers
Evening School
Registration for Memphis
Evening High School, G.E.D.
Preparatory and Adult Basic
Education Classes will be held
at Tech High School at 1288
Poplar ave. from 6 to 9 p.m.,
Wednesday, Jan. 21.
A student may earn two high
school credits each semester
in the evening school program.
Tuition for each subject is 830.-
00, with a down payment of at
least half that amount.
Students taking G.E.D. Pre-
paratory Course will be requir-
ed to purchase books at a cost
of $6.00 in addition to the 00.00
tuition.
Adult Basic Education
Courses are available at no
cost.
For further information, call
Memphis Evening School at
276-1158, af ter 2 p.m., or
323-9311, extensions 378 or 348.
Please do not call the Tech
High School day office about
night classes.
J. Edward McCandless is
Iprincipal of the Evening
School.
SELMA, Ala. — The all-white
Greene County Board of Regis-
trars is in the process of purg-
ing the registration r o 11 s of
black voters. Why?
Because the County Commie-
sion of Greene County ',t h e
county governing board) is now
controlled by blacks, thanks to
the July 1969 electio n, and
whites don't want any more
blacks to be elected.
They are conducting the
purge by applying an Alabama
law prohibiting anyone convict-
ed of most crimes as low as va-
grancy from voting.
The Southern Rural Research
Project, a research and legal
aid organization servicing poor
'rural black people in 11 Ala-
bama counties, will file a class
suit attacking the injustices of
this law.
The victory in Greene Coun-
ty in July was the first time,
blacks have won political con-
ti-ol of an Alabama county
since Reconstruction, even
though blacks outnumber whites
by 10,000 to 3,000 in population
and 3,800 to 1,750 in registra-
tion.
The special election in July'
resulted in blacks winning con-
trol of both the powerful Coun-'
LOSE
10 LBS. IN
10 DAYS ON
GRAPEFRUIT
DIET
HOLLYWOOD, CALF. (Special) — This is t h e re-
Volitionary grapefruit diet that everyone Is suddenly
talking about. Literally thousands upon thousands of copies
have been passed from head to hand in factories. pleats and
offices throughout the U.S. and Canada.
Word of its success has spread like wildlife. Because till§
Is the diet that really works. We have testimonials in our
flies reporting on the success of this diet. If you follow it
exactly, you should lose le pounds In le days. There will be
no weight loss in the first four days. But you will suddenly
drop 5 pounds on the 5th day. Thereafter you will lose one
pooled a day until the 10th day. Then you will lose 14
pounds every two days until you get down to your proper
weight. Best of all there will be no hunger pangs. Now re-
vised and enlarged, this new diet plan lets you stuff yourself
with foods that were formerly "forbidden", such as big
steaks trimmed with fat, roast. or fried chicken, rich
gravies, mayonsaise, lobster swimming in butter, bacon
fats, sausages and scrambled eggs. You can eat until you
are full until you cannot possibly eft any more. And still
lose le pounds in the first ten days plus Pi pounds every
two days thereafter until your weight is down to normal.
The secret behind this new "quick weight loos" diet is sim-
ple. Fat does not form fat. And the grapefruit juice in this
new diet acts as a catalyst (the "trigger"), to start the fat
hurling process. You stuff yourself on the permitted food
listed in the diet plan, and still lose unsightly fat and excel'
body fluids. Wiles the fat and bloat are gone you will cease
to lose weight and your weight will remain constant. A copy
of this new and startbigly successful diet plan can be ob-
tained by sending $2 to GRAPEFRUIT DIET PUBLISHERS,
1213 Premier Way, Calgary 6, Alberta. Money•back guaran-
tee. U after trying the diet plan you have not lost 7 pounds
ia the first seven days, and tut pounds every two days there-
after simply return the diet plan and your 12 will be refund-
ed promptly and without argument. Tear out this message
as a reminder, Decide now to regain the trim, attractive
figure of your youth, while enjoying hearty breakfasts.
leaches and dinners.
Dept. No. 1704
GRAPEFRUIT DIET
PUBLISHERS
1273 PREMIER WAY, S.W.
CALGARY s, ALBERTA
ty Commission and the BoardL
of Education.
Shortly after this election,1
,10 black people were indicted
by the Greene County Grand'
Jury for "illegally voting," a
felony.
They were alleged to have
had prior convictions. Eventual-
ly all but one of these charges
were dropped. The one which
was sustained was that of a
man above 65 years of age who
was convicted of stealing a
sheep in 1959. He voted for the
first time in his life and was
sentenced to two years in pri-
son.
In Alabama, a person who
has been convicted for a crime
niust make a special applica-
tion to the Board of Pardons
and Paroles for restoration of
his civil and political rights be-
fore he is allowed to register
to vote. Hundreds of black
people in every county in the
state fear to apply for a par-
don because they know whites
don't want them to register to
vote. In most cases they were,
convicted by juries from which
blacks were automatically ex-
cluded.
Library To Show
Film About Parks
"Weapons of Gordon Parks"
is the film to be shown at the
"Lunching with Films" pro-'
gram at Cossitt Library, 33 S.
'Front st. this Thursday noon,
January 22.
Gordon Parks, Life Magazine'
photographer, describes his ear-
ly years of poverty, the depres-
sion years and some of his
photography assignments while
viewers see him today as an
artist at work. His own musi-
cal compositions provide the
background for this American
Film Festival Award-winning
production.
Viewers are invited to bring
their lunch. Coffee is available.
The Longview Heights Civic
Club held its installation of
officers for 1970 at the Calvary
Methodist Church at 2041 S.
Lauderdale with the Rev, R. A.
Bivens as host minister.
Guest speakers for the pro-
gram were Jesse Epps, special
assistant to the president,
Jerry Wurff, of the American
Federation of State County and
Municipal Employees, AFL-
CIO; Juvenile Court Judge
Kenneth Turner, Dr. P. L.
Rowe, pastor of First Baptist
Church-Chelsea: Haywood
Watts, and Elder J. M. Dog-
gette, pastor of the Longview
Heights Seventh Day Adven-
tist Church.
Longview Heights Civic Club
meetings are held on the sec-
ond Tuesday night of each
month, beginning at 7:30, and
the community is invited .
Officers include the Rev.
James E. Smith, president;
Mrs. Lucy W4liams treasurer;
Robert Renfro,Yinancial secre-
tary; Mrs. Kathryn Bowers,
recording secretary.
And the Rev. R. A. Bivens,
parliamentarian; Mrs. Minerva
Hancock, _assistant secretary;
Logan Mitchell, planning chair-
man; Arthur Dugger, sergeant-
at-arms; and Jesse Smith,
chaplain.
GUIDEPOST
By CARLOTTA S. WATSON,
COUNSELOR
Musing: Opportunity knocks
only once, but temptation
leans on the doorbell,
Dear Carlotta:
I am one of those young pa-
rents who do not understand
the Now-Gerieration. My hus-
band and part of my family
disagree on our views on sex
education and how it should be
taught. Some say it should be
left to the school, another
group say it shouid be taught
in church, skers say in the
home, and still there are the
radicals who say they will
learn it in the streets and form
their own opinion. I have no
answer. Even if I diii, I am so
confused, I don't think I could
do a good job.
Confused ,Mother
Dear Mother:
There are conflicting views
as to where and how sex edu-
cation should be taught. Teen-
agers and many pre-teenagers
have some aspect of sex on
their minds much of the time.i
They are aware of changes in!
their bodies and accept them
with ease. It is unfortunate that
most parents iodee the diffiJ
cult discussions on the facts of
life.
Some schools of thought think
that the responsibility should
be placed on the shoulders of
the parents and clergy. Sup-
pose we say "schools cm n ex-
plain HOW and WHY, Parents
and Clerics can advise on the
WHEN and WHY.
Regardless of where he may
get his sex information, let the
child know that the entire sub-
ject of sex still remains open
for discussion at home. Here
again the father may decide
that one kind of counsel is
good for the son, another for
the daughter. This is a double
standard, but a boy's reputa-
tion is not based largely on his
behavior in a parked car. On
the other hand a girl's reputa-
tion is.
Teen-age boys are balb-
bermouths and teen-aged girls
should never forget that. Be-
yond that, a teen-a ge girl
might find it very poor strate-
gy to be too generoue with her
boy friend. As a parent you
may tell your daughter that a
high school boy's motivations
in a love situation are 1ras love
and 90':;, cockerspaniel. It is
possible that the per cent of
love may be even less.
dr. •
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A Tribute To
:The Late Great Dr. King
A Man of non-violence, inteuity and strengthHis death was symbolic to that of Christ. ,The way some sin-sick soul took his, life.
A man who didn't look behind him, but always
ahead, who didn't teach hate hut love instead.He fought with non-violence with all his might,For all the things be felt were right. A manWith his status and degree could have been
anything he had chosen to be.
Beeause to love one another, and freedom for
all was his philosophy. But in this sick society
no matter what you try to do, there is still
someone to ridicule you. After all he stood or
and tried to be. Late one evening he was slainin Memphis, Tennessee. For justice, equality
and dignity, he paid the terrible price withhis life. In the black belt of the south he
was spat upon, beat and hosed. Some of histribulations nobody knows. But he stood hisground for non-violence hoping and praying
victory would he vk'on
Singing and marching to the hymn "We ShallOvercome Shortly before Dr. King was slainhis last request was to hear "Precious Lord"take my hand, lead me on and let me stand.My brotht-r are we willing to stand and
attempt to lay a pattern after this great
man. My friends let us obey the word of thegood book and look to the hill from whence
cometh thy help. And stop finding fault with
others and analyze ourselves. Although great
men are misused and slain. Let not his dreamhe in vain. As he once said if vou can't bethe sun be a star but be the best whatever
you are. So remember my friends the Almightyis still above and the earth is the Lord's andthe fulness thereof.
Dorothy J. Royston
1053 Greenwood
Memphis, Tenn.
WHERE CHILDREN DIED — Fireman were unable to
reach four of the seven children of Mrs. Bernice Bell, who
perished when flames swept their two story home in
St. Louis Mo. All rescue efforts proved futile. Firemen
found the four black huddled children in two upstairs bed-
rooms of the gutted structure. The mother was away at
work at the time. Three other children, and an uncle who
lived with :he family escaped unharmed.
-0••••••••-••••••••1•16,1•••
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PRESIDENT'S CHOICE — President Nix-
on confers with Dr. Jerome H. Hol-
land, president of Hampton (Va.) Institute
at the White House after selecting the Ne-
gro educator to fill the long vacant post
• - • •-•- 
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of U. S. Ambassador to Sweden. If ap-
proved 1),, the Senate, he will succeed Wil-
liam W. Heath who left the post In
Sweden in January, 1969.
Dr. Jerome lirue Holland
Is Ambassador To Sweden
WASHINGTON — The Nixon
Administration's apparent
"about-face" New Year's reso-
lution on its dealings with U.S.
Negroes, which was reflected in
clemency for Dr. Thomas Mat-
thew of the National Economic
Growth and Reconstruction Or-
ganization (NEGRO) and en-
forcement of mid-term total in-
tegration. in the South, has also
resulted in the naming of a
black educator as U.S. Ambas-
sador to a white nation.
Dr. Jerome "Brud" Holland,
formerly president of Hampton
University, has been named
Ambassador to Sweden.
In line with the new Admini-
ball Hall of Fame, will be the
fourth Negro whom President
Nixon has chosen as an ambas-
sador.
The others were named to
Ambassadorships in black na-
tions. They are Clarence Tod-
man to Chad in West Africa,
Clinton Knox to Haiti, and Sam-
uel Westerfield to Liberia.
Dr. Holland will be Nixon's
first ambassadorial choice sent
to a white nation.
He has been president of
Hampton since 1960 and re-
signed his post at that univer-
Dance Showcase'
To Be Presented
Here Thursday
'A "Dance Showcase" will
be presented at 10 a.m. Thurs-
day morning, Jan. 22, in La-
Moyne-Owen College's Little
Theatre, loc.ited in the Student
Center.
It will mark the conclusion
of the college's Interim Semes-
ter course in modern dance
taught by Ruth Cassandras.
Participating students will
!perform original compositions
in the areas of modern dance
and modern jazz. Other forms
to be explored include classi-
cal and modern ballet.
The program will include a
special report on dance, films
and guest artists from the
Creative Arts Ballet Com-
Steel 'Boom'
Predicted By
Industry In '70
NEW YORK — The steel In-
dustry expects that the 1970's
will be a steel decade in the
highway market.
The industry's optimism is
based on a survey and market
study just completed by Steel
sylvania. Products News Bureau whichDr. Halland also served as is highlighted by many encour-president of Delaware State aging factors.
College in Dover, Del., for sev- Weathering s t e el, which
en years prior to taking over needs no painting and hencethe presidency of Hampton. In is economical for bridge con-
addition, he has served on the struction, has become a strongfaculties of Lincoln (Pa.) UM- candidate for the estimated 14,
versity and Tennessee A & I 000 bridges to be erected overUniversity. the 14,000 miles of the Inter-
state System which remain to
be completed. A bridge-a-mile
is a rule of thumb, but with
much of the remaining con-
structiqn in urban areas where
overpass bridges are frequent,sity last October..He holds a smooth relations with Sweden,,the total number of bridges re-doctorial degree in sociology which nation strongly opposes maining could be far in excessfrom the University of Penn- the Vietnam War. of 14,000.
He is 54 yeats of age.
It is said that President Nix-
on and the Administration hope
that the appointment of Dr.
Holland as U.S. Ambassador
to Sweden will do much to
stration "resolution," it is also
said that the Administration
feature of the 1965 Voting Law Roads Safetywill push for retention of theunder which all state legisla-
tures must clear with Wash-
ington any proposed new state •
Ilaw affecting voting, rights. I Advice BoardDr. Holland, who was twice
named as an All-American end
in football during his under-
e Dr Scottgraduate days at Cornell Uni-versity in the 1930's and who is; %.) 11.-s
I a member of the National Foot-1
Chris Turner Leo Armstrong
12-4P.M. 4-8P.M.
Back to Soul
Back WDIA power
TO !EMINENT
TAXPAYERS
You are advised that after February1,1970 additional penalties
and costs will be imposed in consequence of suits to be filed
for enforcement of the lien for taxes against land; until the
filing of such suits, taxes may be paid at my office.
RILEY C. GARNER,
COUNTY TRUSTEE
1968 Shelby County Realty Tax
DR. BASIL scorr
WASHINGTON —The White
House Secretary has annottnc-
ed the appointment of Dr.
Basil Scott, deputy adminia-
trative director of the New
York State Department o f
Motor Vehicles, to the Naation-
al Highway Safety Advisory
Committee.
He is the first Negro named
- to the Committee.
In his new position Dr. Scott
will assist the Administrative
Director and Commissioner
in policy formulation, imple-
mentation of operating pro-
cedures and execution of thn
primary work objectives oi
the Department; coordination
of aU operations, program de-I
velopment, administrative and
public information activities'
in the Department. ,
Dr. Scott is a graduate of
City College of New York in
1948, receiving a B. A. in Eco-
nomics and Statistics. He earn-
ed his M.A. from Columbia
University. and M. B. A. from
Siena College, and a D.I'.A.,
from Syracuse University,
41B
Other positions previously
held by Dr. Scott include
Director of Motor Vehicle Safe-
ty Research—May 1960 to April
1964: Associate Research
Analyst, New York State Tax
Department, and Senior Tax
Statistician, in the State of
New York.
Dr. Scott is the a uthor of
several published articles, and
is also listed in Woh's Who, in
the East. in addition to being
listed in the forthcoming edition
of the Dictionary of Interna-
tional Biography.
AL alYMIA TEMPLE'S
28th ANNUAL La
SHRINE CIRCUS 0047
ii INTERNATIONAL
3-RING
TG/FIZAT'
spectacular
February 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
* 45‘1•11111
 *EigsfifilEr
wg 110110011"* *
World's Most Spectacular
Indoor Show
"TOP STARS OF THE CIRCUS WOR1D
fi CLOWN S %ELEPHANTS
WILD ANIMALS and DOZENS of
EUROPEAN THRILL FEATURES
BOX OFFICES OPEN
MID-SOUTH COLISEUM
and
Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office
* All Seats Reserved *
Saturday Morn.
and Matinees
Except Sat. & Sun.
Au I Nights,
Sat. & Sun.
Matinee
Loge $2.00 Loge $2.50
Upper Tier . . 1.00 Upper Tier . . '1.50
SCHEDULE OF SHOWS
•
Wednesday, Feb. 4, 7:30 P.M. !kit P.M.
Thursday, Feb. 5,11:30,...11 P.M.
Friday, Feb. 6, 2:130-1 P.M.
Saturday, Feb. 7, 10 A.M.-2:30 P.M.-8 P.M..
•Sunday, Feb. 8, 1.00 P.M.-5.O0 P.M.
NO NIGHT PERFORMANCE
•
Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!
SUPER RIGHT
Smoked Ham
SHANK PORTION 68e
LB.
SWIFT'S
Vienna Sausage 4 Aor‘fs $1
SVVIFT S
Potte6 Meat 3 oz.CANS
U.S.D.A. GRADE
Fryers
A WHOLE
LB 290
ALL BEEF 3 LB. Pkg. or MORE
Hamburger LB 54
DEL MONTE
Catsup 4 14oz.bottles
RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS
Apples 12/590
CALIFORNIA NAVEL
Oranges
"PLENTY OF JUICE"
DOZ. 49C
rigvabars
MARVEL SALTINE
Crackers
21B.PKG.
1
 1 LB.
BOX
39t
25C
PARAMOUNT
Chili W/Beans
or Tamales 3 1C5A N7 1 •
OEL-MONT E — -
CREAM STYLE OR WHOLE KERNEL
,uGolden CornoR ricsonzi
Green Beans d A$
Prices Good thru
423 N. Citivaland
5990 ..4wy. 51 South
1500 S. L.auderdal•
3200 Parkins Rol. South
4770 Poplar Ave.
Sat. Jan. 24,.
213 Fraysor Blvd.
2833 Lanalr Ave.
3561 Park Ay*.
2464 P4444, Ay,.
3473 Summer Ave.
4740 Summer Ave
!A
MEW
•11•••
" • •
*J. •41.4 '311.-Vg ""•4tut 'ft -1\ 'ft. 11.10.6~1mommemiracimoil..
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Racial Bias
After a week's inquiry into
racial:unrest in the armed forces
in South Vietnam, L. Howard Ben=
nett, Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense' for Civil Rights, discov-
'ered no evidence of exaggeration
of the reports of serious racial con-
flicts-and clashes which have ap-
peared in the American press.
While indications that the
tensions are serious, reflecting the
black revolution .and general civil
unrest at home, Mr. Bennett said
that he found both black and white
officers more sensitive to the
problems and more willing and
able to discuss them articulately.
"In World War 2 and Korea
we had racial problems after the
war came to an end, after the con-
frontation with the enemy." he
said. sometimes we're faced
with a problem at the height of
enemy hostilities."
In addition to serious clashes,
the black soldiers griped about not
being promoted consistent with
their performances — they train
and teach the whites who later
overtake them. They are unable to
Churchmen
Utiiress religious thought comes
to pits with the sweeping changes
of orcr limes, churchmen run the
risk saying and doing the very
thingirlhat may seriobsly damage
their4-ause rather than promote it.
It was-in these broad terms that Dr.
Brady-Tyson, in addressing the
triennial assembly of the Division
of 0.-Tarseas Ministries of the Na-
tional -Council of Churches, saw fit
to stress the outlines of socio-po-
liticatrhange which he felt church-
men mould no longer aff6rd, to ig-
nore:
Dr. Tyson, former Methodist
misgTtary to Brazil, forced to
leave-Inider pressure from that
country's military government,
sees mankind "no longer living in a
world-that is potentially revolution-
ary" but "in a world that is pre-
totalitarian," in a "pre-total bu-
reaucratic society."
His, view is not far removed
from that of Dr. Robert Theabold,
British socio-economist and close
observer of the American scene,
who insists that we can no longer
rule _ont the possibility that the
United States will develop into a
fascist police state.
In Vietnam
communicate up the chain of com-
mand without their communica-
tions being adulterated.
Some white soldiers are told
not to associate with the blacks.
Black power salutes and Afro hair
cuts are not allowed. Bennett, who
is a former municipal court judge
in Minneapolis, and himself a Ne-
gro. has recommended to the Pen-
tagon that all services follow the
Marine Corps in permitting such
overt expressions of black pride as
the clenched-fist, black-power and
the Afro hair style.
The color line disappears in
the heat of the battle with the en-
my. but it reoccurs as soon as the
engagement is over and the men
return to their quarters. This pre-
sents a rather difficult problem
which the army high command has
not solved, and is apparently in no
hurry to solve. The ultimate result
will be hatred and frustration
which the black soldier will bring
back home with him to swell the
army of black discontents, the
stuff out of which riots are made.
And Society
Dr. Tyson believes that law and
order is winning over justice and
elitism is dominating the hunger
for equality. A feeling of isolation
is growing more rapidly than fra-
ternity, alienation than participa-
tion, and planning than spontane-
ity.
He asks: "How shall we bring
this problem to the already fright-
ened and insecure American people?
How shall we unblock the creativ-
ity stymied by fear and hate?"
Despite his opinion that: "the
odds are heavily against us," Dr.
Tyson is by no means ready to give
up the struggle. In this day when
change has become the norm, he
reasons that our understanding
of what society is all about must
be redone daily.
The belief in the inevitability of
social change appears to us as the
beginning of spiritual wisdom. The
tremendous, almost incredible
strides by engineering science and
technology are transforming the
world into an oasis of astonishing
accomplishments. The old order
must give way to the new. And we
need a new theology to interpret
the events of the new cosmos.
World Remains Unchanged
We are entering into a new cy-
cle of :events as the 60's sink be-
neath-the waves of yesteryears. De-
spite preachment of goodwill, de-
spite -high resolves and confessions
of inrxrusable errors and pious pro-
mises sof reformation, the world
remalA& pretty well the same.
The dignity of men is assaulted
everywhere and every day. Preju-
dices that should be abated as man-
kind j3ecomes wiser and better in-
formal. are more rampant and
more: destructive than ever. We
makiperb technological advance-
ment t magnificent scientific p r o-
gress: but very little accomplish-
ment:in the realm of race or hu-
man 2elations.
Bitlions are spent , to conquer
space: and bring the moon within
tourirga•distance and large sums of
monettave been poured into explor-
ing tfre depth of the Atlantic Ocean
and a marine life. And the people
are awed by spectacular skills and
mechanical devices which men have
developed while civilization, in point
of saZial understanding, is at a
standitill.
Omr conception of morality be-
comes more crude with each pass-
••••
en
oftsillop
ing year. We have reached a level
of wreckless thinking in which t h e
God-is-dead theology is the acme of
religious dissertation in numerous
circles. The disintegration of m a n-
kind is going apace. The process
goes on before our very eyes. But,
we seem helpless .to arrest it and
reverse the march toward spiritual
decadence.
Today, there are no more great,
sonorous voices that can command
attention, that can plead for a re-
turn to sanity, that can lift humani-
ty out of the mire of depravity and
despair. Death has taken its toll on
them. There is no leadership of sub-
stance. We are at the mercy of the
winds of circumstances, drifting
aimlessly like a piece of wood toss-
ed on the surface of a restless sea.
Dark as the outlook may be,
frightful as the future may seem,
there is some reliance in the possi-
bility of change. Though the e V i-
dence for it is neither substantive
nor visible, it is based on faith.
For, as the saying g o e s, hope
springs eternal from man's breast.
1970 may be the turning point in hu-
man affairs. Let's hope for the bet-
ter.
THE BIG PARADE
Our Style Of Life
IIn America When
Dr, King Was Bore
By LOUIS MARTIN
January 15, 1929, the birthdate of Dr. Martin
Luther King, has been observed in one fashion or
another by black brothers of every stripe and hue,
the militants, the moderates and the mollycoddles.
For all those blacks who were born yesterday,
it might be of some interest to take a
glimpse of what America was like when
the infant King first saw the light of
day, 41 years ago.
The state of the nation in 1929 is
best symbolized by those cartoons of
pot-bellied millionaires, who went broke
in the big stock market crash, jumping
out of Wall Street windows. Capitalists
were pictured collapsing and all t h e
Communists were cheering
President Herbert Hoover was
sworn in and in his 1929 inaugural address, promised
to be President of all the people and called for law
and order. Said he: "The most malign of all dangers
today is disregard arid disobedience of law." He ap-
pointed a lily-white commission to study crime and
law enforcement. He also promised a chicken in
every pot and said that prosperity was just around
the corner.
In 1929 Republican Oscar DePriest of Chicago
was sworn in as the first black in Congress since
Reconstruction. Charged with election fraud, he was
denied office space in the Capitol until Rep. Fiorello
LaGuardia of New York came to his rescue.
Because .Oscar DePriest dared to attend a tea
al the White House, Senator Cole Blease of South
Carolina introduced a resolution in Congress to re-
mind President Hoover that the house in which he
was "temporarily residing is the WHITE House."
In Harlem in 1929 more than 300 black militants
staged a protest march against the rent-gouging land-
lords. Marching to the tune a "John Brown's Body,"
under the leadership of the American Negro Labor
Congress, the Council of Working Class Women and
the Harlem Tenant's League, they demanded rent
control.
In 1929 militant black students at Langston Uni-
versity in Oklahoma took over all the buildings on
the campus to protest the ouster of the college dean.
The police were called but refused to interfere with
the student takeover.
That same year the Urban League sponsored
black boycotts of merchants in many cities including
Chicago and Cleveland in a program called "Jobs
For Negroes." At the same time the NAACP was
lambasting the Hoover administration over the U.S.
occupation of Haiti and waging a propadanga war
against bus companies that enforced segregation.
In 1929 a mob of white citizens ran 200 Negroes
in Lincoln, Neb:, out of town following the shooting
of a white policeman.. Another white mob in Princess
Anne, Md. drove 300 blacks out of town following a
riot over the right of blacks to "congregate in white.
business 'communities on Saturday night."
The annual report on the number of lynchings
of black citizens for 1929 listed seven black victims
and pointed out that- ten blacks were lynched the
year before.
•Angered by repressive conditions the black revo-
lutionaries la 1029 paid allegiance to Marx and de-
nounced capitalism. In Harlem the United Colored
Socialists of America was established for the "uni-
fication and education of that large mass of intelli-
gently discontented Negroes who recognize the fact
that both Republican and Democratic parties stand
actively alike as two peas in a single pod on the
pressing problems of the Race."
One of the weirdest incidents of 1929 happened
in Chicago and is described by historian Peter Berg-
man as follows:
"A Negro, Claude D. Green, manager of a local
Chicago club, was shot to death by six members
of the Moorish Tempi! of America, a cult organized
in 1913, which had formerly used his club for meet-
"At the time of his death, Green was allied with
a faction opposed to Timothy Drew, known as Pro-
phet Drew Ali, founder of the cult.
"The prophet was accused of the crime; he died
five months later. It was commonly believed that
the ordeal of his trial, together with the treatment
he received at the hands of the police, were directly
responsible for his death.
"Following Drew Al's death„ a gun battle broke
out between Chicago policemen and members of the
Moorish Temple of America. One member of the so-
ciety and one police officer were killed when the ('hi-
cago police came to a building occupied by the Moor-
ish Society in search of Charles Kirkman, reported
to have been kidnaped the day before by four import-
ed gunmen."
The incidents cited above offer only a brief
glimpse of life in America in the year that Dr. King
first saw daylight in Atlanta, Ga. Our country has
vastly changed and Dr. King gave us heroic leader-
ship. There are moments however, when some senior
citizens may well wonder if they had gotten caught
in a revolving door.
THE LAW
SERVES YOU
HOW TO COLLECT FROM
DELINQUENT DEBTORS
Q. How can we collect on a
personal note? We floated a
took the money and "sailed
loan of $500 to a barge line
captain. He signed an 1.0.U.,
away." We've contacted him
several times without result.
A. People who borrow money
and refuse to pay their credi-
tors can be dealt with under
the law. After the creditor has
made a demand for payment, a
suit may be filed against the
debtor. The creditor may re-
tain a lawyer to file such a suit
or, if he prefers, he may file
his Own suit in Small Claims
Court for claims of ,ot more
than $1,000, exclusive of in-
terest.
—Illinois State Bar Assn.
Submit questions to:
Illinois State Bar Association
Illinois Bar Center
Springfield, Illinois 62701
(Answers may appear in
column. Personal answers not
possible.)
COUNTS NOT READILY
GIVEN TO STATE
Q. I recently read that IA c
Fields used to deposit large
sums of money in various banks
across the couary and just
leave them there. 1 always
thought that money in a bank
account could be claimed by
the government if after 15
years there were no deposits or
withdrawals. Can you ekplain
this?
A. You're thinking of what is
commonly known as escheat
law—that is, the reversion of
property to the state when an
account becomes dormant. In
Illinois an account is not pre-
sumed to be abandoned if with-
in 15 years its owner has tl)
carried out some transactions
on the account, (2) correspon-
ed with the financial institution
concerning the account, or (3)
otherwise indicated an interest
in the account by filing a
memo with the banking institu-
tion. Even if none of these
activities have token place,
most financial institutions will
conduct a thorough search' for
the owner of the account before
turning it over to the state.
Should the owner appear after
his money has been turned
over to the state, he may still
file a claim for it with the
Director of the Illinois Depart-
ment of Financial Institutions.
—Illinois State Bar Assn.
Submit questions to:
Illinois Bar Center
Springfield, Illinois 62701
answers may appears hi
column. Personal answers not
possible.)
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Like It Is
UNITY: BROTHERHOOD
AND JUSTICE
By
Rev. James M. Lowson. Jr..
WE DARE NOT FORGET!
MLR: A MAN FOR THERS
By JAMES M. LAWSON' JR.
Like a blazing meteor
ing in . to explore new
and new suns, Martin
s..veep-
planets
Luther
King, Jr., came on our scene.
Not even black people suspect-
ed therhselves capable of pro-
ducing a human figure so full
of truth and grace. We di.1 net
know that he could nurtide
such a marvelous life .able
to stand with intellectual giants
of the times, and yet also cap-
able to touching a child: Able
to speak loft) phrases to in-
spire millions and also capable
ot inciting a sanitation worker
oppressed.
And we dare not forget NIS'r
tin Luther King, Jr, our min.
for others.
Ile lived to wake us up- to
who we are and what we am
He lived to call us to united
and comnUtted direct acticm
together. He lived insisting
that the \‘:irs and siolence Ql
our age m11,4 b replaced by
a people' with the faith and
courage to build justice and
communit) \‘ithout hating 1.00
destroying.
He lived trying to make as
friends to one another.
to pick up his life and march jails and 
nonviolentfor a better day.
. . .able to converse with presi-
dents yet willing to walk in Today, louder voices urge us
the dusty roads of Alabama
with the poor and the oppress-
ed.
Who suspected that such a
man would come from the clay
of Georgia, a clay fertilized by
the tears and blood of black
people? Literally, out of such
soil came the mightiest
American of this century thus
far • . .not mighty from the
view of his own countrymen
(for a prophet is not without
honor except in his own home),
but mighty from the perspec-
tive of multitudes throughout
the world who saw hint walk
for the freedom of black people
and for the dignity of the
disinherited and knew that
he walked for- them. Mighty
because they heard his voice
thunder against the crime of
his nation in Vietnam and
knew that his concern was for
them as well. Mighty because
they saw him give his life as
it were in an oversized, wilted
cotton city, detested .by the
urban plantation overseers, but
overwhelmingly loved by those
he came to stand beside. The
mightiest American voice and
person of this century . . .not
the might of the bombers we
use over Vietnam, but the
might of the sword of love and
the shield of truth, the mightiest
because he proved to be a man
for others, not just , for the
black . . .But a man for all
others, and especially for the
oppressed and his own black
-
He lived fighting throunh
struggles
to reject his work and life.,
rather than build upon thtat
Being born in a racist, violent
land, many voices naturally
shout far -violence 'and urge
narrow separatism, if not
segregation. Such voices are
often full of fantasy and self-
hatred. And they merely help
to multiply the disease of our
land. Dr. King did not ever
reject such voices. Everywhere
he tried to identify himger
with them while refusing=
analysis of what tilhck
had to do.
"
While they screamed, te
kept his face organizing Zee
poor and the black for dire:
action towards more freedge
and . justice. He remained,., a
man even for those others who
called him a fool.
Man with his vast technolo-
gies and massive milittiM
powers had better learn fro.nr
such a man. And we dare net
forget him. We dare not Mr--
sake the way of understand-
ing goodwill, for one another
and for our enemies. We must
remember him in continuing
struggle to win a fairer Mem-
phis,
 
to construct a more just
nation and to create a world
where men can live in true
peace which is justice. We
must remember him by being
black but, beautiful; Black, hut
free, black but human: Blatk
but living, and working -for
others.
Let us pay life services to this
remarkable person: Martin
Luther King, Jr.
A Point Of View
KING LESSONS
Last week, January 15,,
Memphis indicated that it still
cares. The city joined the rest
of the nation in a memorial
tribute to Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. An impressive pro-
gram was presented in the
city- auditorium.
The Memphis commemora-
tion of the birthdate of the
martyred civil rights leader
had added significance. Dr.
King gave up his life in Mem-
phis. He preached his last
eloquently moving sermon in
Memphis. Be came to Mem-
phis to help to improve the
situation of poor and embat-
tled sanitation workers. . .the
overwhelming 'majority of
whom were and still are black.
His unexpected Ind dramatic
death had a particularly point-
ed impact upon these workers
and their families.
It made them look back at
the life and careers of this
greatly dedicated black Moses.
At the first memorial meeting,
it was apparent that Dr. King ..
had successfully taught many
needed and provocative lessons
for his people, and the rest 'of
America and the world to pon-
der.
He ,had taught the meaning
of dedication. . .that if a man
has a conviction he ought to
be willing to back it up by
working to make it stand-up. .
even at the risk of his life.
More black leaders need to
study this lesson more close-
ly.
Dr. King taught the lessson
of persistence and imagination.
He continued his fight against
segregation, disc rimination,
and racism unremittingly. He
was not prone to rest on his
oars. He did not put his hand
to the plow and turn b a c k.
American liberals, black and
white must in the same way
keen up Dr. King's battle
against these forces. Pessi-
mestic views that the civil to apply.
rights movement must now
subside into a background,
'dictated by forces local state
and national, which hide be-
hind the cliche, "law and in-
der", to enforce practices ot
suppression and intimidation,
would not have been accepted.
by Dr. King. That is another
lesson that should be taught
to black Americans of all class-
es. Do not give up the ship.
If need' be, go down with it.
Perhaps Dr. King's most
significant lesson which be
left as a legacy to all Ameri-
cans, was his preachment and
practice of the principle 01
non-violence. He taught lave
He took many occasions to
decry hate between and among
peoples. His principle of non-
violence is being questioned
more pointedly now. But it is
an eternal principle, enunciat-
ed by Christ. and still a chal-
lenge for men to learn and try
®cfkc2® ill® EDOM
Dear Editor:
At the time of the gene-
ral election in November, a
voter may feel that in some
cases he or she doesn't care
for either candidate for a
particular office. Well, like
it or not, one of the hist-
ed candidates will be your
next lawmaker or law ad-
ministrator.
To have a better choice
in November, a person
much actively participate in
the party primary election
in March. However, certain
inconveniences have to be
overcome.
For one thing, the wea-
ther is very likely to be in-
clement in March. Then
there is the reluctance of
many to publicly declare
a political party affiliation
which will bind a citizen
for the subsequent primary
election also. A person must
really be determined in or-
der to vote under these
circumstances.
Yet it is very important
for a citizen not to be de-
terred. Enough ordinary
people must be involved in
the system or else o u r
franchise will be lost' The
whole purpose of a party
primary is to select candi-
dates for each of the poli-
tical parties.
Now is the time to start
observing the character and
attitude of those who will
be on the ballot in March
Then there must be a re-
solve to have a preference
recorded as a vote.
Whatever else a demo-
cracy may be, it is not a
spectator sport.
CASIMIR G. OKSAS
CANDIDATE FOR REPUB.
LICAN NOMINATION, REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CON-
GRESS, 3RD DISTRICT
Dear Editor:
The U.S.. that is you
and I. have no money avail-
able to give away to for-
eigners. and if Congress
does pass the big foreign
economic aid bill for $2.5
billion, the U.S. Treasury
will have to borrow most of
the money from the Ameri-
can people. This means
higher taxes.
Everytime the Treasury
borrows, it is competing with
business, and this' is why
we are how having 'high
Interest rates. Interest oh
the national debt is now $18
billion yearly. We have al-
ready given foreigners $182
billion.
Believe it or not- we are
out of funds and are even
now borrowing money from
more than thirty foreign
countries who are recipients
of our free. aid.
It's high time that Con-
gress heard from the peo-
ple that we want this
frightful, frightening "bor-
rowing and spending
spree" stopped!
c. C. m oseley ,
centre
AW-d. gm. •
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iiowell Health OK,
Won't Quit, Plans
To Re-Seek Seat
AISHINGTON 
— A d am rthe Congress and local CiVil
Clan Powell, colortul Negro ,rights leaden, (who had been
house representative, constant- questioning his actions, orly in the news because of his
maverick activities since h is.
eleetion to Congress in the
50's, was back in the news
this. week facing a new ouster
threat from his colleagues in
the House of Representatives.
Powell, who was excluded'
from the 90th Congress, now
faces a move introduced by
Rep. Ken Hechier, West Vir-
ginia. Democrat, in the cloaing
hours of t h e Congress' first
session, Dec. 23, requesting
his collegues to throw him -
out of the 91st Congress also,
because of his lack of atten-
dance during the past year.
However, in typical man-
ner, Powell who has reputed
to bell! of complications from,
what, he had called, "proliferat-
ing lymph glands," shooked
the lack of them in reference',
to Congress activities) by an-i
flouncing a 'few days afteri
Hechler's ouster resolution,I
that he was in fine health,,
and not only intended to
main in this session sf Con-
gress, but intended to seek
reelection to the next one.
Powell, a formidable vote
getter down through the years,
readily admits that he had in-
formed several political leaders
from his district and a press
conference that he was doctor-
ing, and his future political
activities depended entirely
on the results of medical test-s
he had been receiving.
He met recently at the home
of Floyd B. McKissick, former
director of CORE with State
Senator Charles B. Rangel and
State A s semblyman Hulan
E. Jack, and other New York
' politicians. All present at thatCLASSIFIED AD m_ aenetainig, weaccotrodlidng b 
Powell 
to Sen.
R y 
. "that he was very seriously
SECTION
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Julian Bond Testifies
At 'Chicago Seven' Trial
CHICAGO — Julian Bond,
the first Negro legislator in
Georgia since Reconstruction,
testified at the Chicago riot
conspiracy trial, then told
newsmen he had "never been
in a courtroom like that be-
fore "
Bond testified defendants 1
David Dellinger and Tom Hay-]
den told him months in ad-!
vance they feared violence at
the 1968 Democratic Nationall
i Convention.
Most of his time on the stand
was taken up by Government
objections t o questions asked
by defense attorney William'
Kunstler.
U. S. District Court Judge
Julius J. Hoffman sustained
most of the objections.
Bond was Peaked later for
his reaction to the conduct of;
the trial.
"I've never been in a court-
room like that before. I've,
never seen a judge behave thatl
in Georgia." he said.
way. They don't act that way'
The seven defendants a r e
charged with crossing state .
lines in a conspiracy to incite:;NEWARK, N. J. ---"Toda, self a nd eight other eitherMafia connected conspiracy the violence that surrounded'
s ;
black people select their own black or Puerto Rican can- case which has vet to go to the conviction th which Mr.!leaders and their own political; didates for City Council in a trial. Bond was a delegate.time Powell had agreed toi candidates, and they won't be move for a "black and bro\NnMALE ROOMER withdraw from Congress if his: happy about other groups try- control of this city's Ma fia-Privet'. ionm tn private home bath. physica I condition did not im- ing t o put up puppet; a n d scandalized city government.seal and linen furnished. Age 30 up, prove, carpetbaggers a n d U n cle 
Dellinger "expressed great
fear," Bond said, that violence
would erupt in Chicago "be-
cause of the city's lack of
cooperation in granting per-
mits."
512 week. 2'76-0853
MANALIA'S
COUPONS
MAHALIA JACKSON
um am am me am en or Ore alio MS
CHICKEN SPECIAL I
308 Off on '1'5 •
Dinner II
691 Su. Parkway E.
2465 So. Belicyuc
943 So. 3ru • 293 E. McLems.,:e .
348 Vance Ave. at 4th •
Good Fri., Jan.23, SaL,Jan-24, 1
Sun., Jan.-25 WITH COUPON ,
I 'LifilT 2 TO CUSTOMEP gmesa, NM Rol NI Rim lag alI
 
' IlAANALIA JACKSON 1
i SHRIMP SPECIAL :
I 3De Off on '1" j
I Dinner I
II 963
I 
McLemore
348 Vance Ave. at 4th
s
 
Good Fri., Jan 23. Sa -24
1 
1
Sun., Jan.-25, T C DuPor• -
111 LIMIT 2 TO CuSTON•EF •
arum me me =I IM allg
I MANAMA JACKSON I
I DONUT Z,HOP
Doz.
I Regular Price I
2nd Doz.
I 1/2 Price I263 E. McLornore
348 Vance Ave. at 411 I
I Good FrI.,Jan, 23 Sat., Jan. -24 1
Sun., Jan.-25, WITH COUPON •
I. LIMIT 2 TO CLISTOCAFIMMO Mg NIB SU Ma Mg EnMANALIA'S CLEANER I
sl 00 Off •
- With SS 00 Clo•o.o.
I a, All /64404.1. 414...44
I 340 Vance 889,1 Porter I
111 1129 Bellevue1143 No. 7th 2453 Park Ave. I
Witsel Fri., Jsn.23, Sat.,Jan.-2•8 I
su n. Jan.-25, WITH COUPONS
dor los mg ow es
0
The national fund-raisingAlso present at that meeting Toms." drive will be called "Thewas Manhatten Borough Presi- With those words, Kenneth New Ark" and is based accord-dent Percy Sutton, Gibson. Newark city engine(r ing to mayoralty candidateNow, a little over two weeks and"black and brown con- Gibson who served as one oflater and after tests, Powell tention" selection as a candle the speakers at a press con-has announced he is in, -per-
;fect condition," and will 
date for Mayor of the pre-" ference, on the fact "thatdomiantle-black City of New- blacks are finally getting intoprobably seek re-election.
.
ark launched a nationwide the mainstream of AmericanPov..ell's colleagues in the 90th appeal for funds to elect him- politics."Congress refused to seat him'
last year on the grounds that
he had abused his office as
chairman of the Education
and Labor Committee. He had
previously been removed by
the Democratic caucus from
his chairmanship,
He took his exclusion to the
Supreme Court and t hat tri-
bunal held it illegal.
Powell is still trying to
collect his back pay since the
exclusion.
The once flamboyant Powell,
now 61 and ailing, has scarce-
ly been seen in the Capitol
during 1969.
He answered only 10 of 177
House roll calls during the
year and only two of 176 quor-
655 MIsaiaa1PPI Blvd. 
The men said that at the
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
912 Birch St. $14,500
6 rooms, I bath, frame- SOO
down
1468 Boxwood St 9.500
4 rooms 1 bath, frame- 250 down
1031 Bradley 9,500
4 rooms. 1 bath, frame- No down
884 Decatur 8,500
7 rooms, 1 bath,brick-150 down
735 E. Mallory 9, 750
6 rooms, I bath, brick-500down
121 E. McKellar 8,950
4 rooms, 1 bath, frame-250 down
1719 State St. 8,250
4 rooms, 1 bath, .4th. shingle
250 down
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
Long term, 81/2% Loans available
See Any Broker
If You
— Have an operation
— Bite a dog
— Get married
— Have a baby
— Get divorced
— Find gold
— Get hurt
— 
Recover from illness
— Inherit a fortune
— Lose your shirt
— Have a party
— Attend a Convention
— Are in a wreck
— Take a trip
— Are honored
— Or do or know
anything unusual
IT'S NEWS
WE WANT IT
DEFENDER
SURVIVOR -- Charles McCullar, one of
the 14 survivors of ihe sunken ammuni:ion
ship SS Badger State, is greeted happily
at Seattle•Tacorna Airport by his wife and
Newark .Backs
urncalls.
He never attended a meet-
ing of the Labor Committee, to
which he was reassigned, and
on which he had been so ac-
tive.
Powell has repeatedly made
the statement that a part paid
Congressman should be ex-
pected to perform :)art-tiine
Congressional duties.
Many of his black followers
, have become disenchanted with
this particular philosophy and
have demanded that he either
return to Congress on a full
Itime basis and represent ',hose
; who continue to elect him, or
that he vacate the seat, and
give someone else an op
; portunity to do so.
Ask
children after a flight from
Japan. McCuller, who resides
was accompanied on the flight
survivors o ;inking,the nki .
'Our Own Politcs'
A dedicated group of black
and brown Newark citizens
have been working ever since
the last mayoralty election on
b_coming prepared to fight to
take over municipal govern-
ment in this city in which they
are a numer ical majority.
But mysteriously, after the
Black and Brown Convention
six weeks ago which chose
Gibson and his running mites
as th? black-and-brov u can-
didates, other blacx candidates
have been sprouting up like a
field of weeds.
Whites have only one can-
didate, Councilman at-large
Anthony Imperiale, an Italtian.
Mayor Hugh Addonizio, also
an Italian, was indicted by a
Federal Grand Jury in the
ICs an
Old Forester
kind of
Everything's ready and we're about to welcome
our first guest. What's ahead? Good friends,
good food and the flavor of a great Kentucky Bourbon.
At 86 Of 100 pr.)0( There is nothing better in the market
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKY • 66 PROOF • 100 PROOF 9011140 IN SONGilOWN FORMAN DISTILLERS CORPORATION • AT LOUISVILLE IN ;amen," 1969.
Yokohama,
in Seattle,
by 12 other
Fund
iAt the same time that Gib- He was not permitted to
son and his. Black and Brown 
about 
among other things,.
candidates were holding their a speech he gave at
press conference, Dr. Conrad Grant Park during the conven-
Callander, a psychologist who tion nor about a conversation
had been asked to run by a with Chicago Mayor Richard
Negro group as a possible J. Daley at the convention.
"black draft choice" - candidate Bond did testify he talked
was holding a rival press con- with Hayden in a Nashville
ference.. He announced he hotel room April 5, 1968, as riot
will support Harry Wheeler, gunfire echoed in the streets a
a third black candidate. few hours after the Rev. Dr,
Martin Luther King .1r. wasTwo others who appear as assassinated.prospective black candidates He said Hayden said "heare State Assemblyman was afraid the same sort ofGeorge Richardson. and Willie thing might happen in Chicago'Wright, leader of the militant that was then happening in theNewark Afro-American organi-
7ation. streets of Nashville," and
. that Hayden expressed !ear ofGibson told newsmen: "The police violence in Chicago.public will not accept ,some Bond also testified he metjpuppet candidate or carpet- with Dellinger and o t h e r sbagger candidate put up by April 9, 1968. in Atlanta afteroutsiders." Dr. King's funeral.
During the testimony of an-
other defense witness, U. S.
Attorney Thomas A. Foran
objected to Kunstler's question-
ing and the response of the
witness.
ED EXTRA MONE
— We specialize in a money raising plan
for churches, schools and clubs. Sell
our delicious candy, handsome profit.
Independent Candy Co.
254 Vance Ave. 526281
// //// 4c//////////////////////////////bV///W////i //////////,,,,n
BOYS old.,
Grab I ibis Opportunity to
EARN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY.
Pratt? ii
t•ffir
tett,
?
••.*
• 00.,,
Valsable business
esperiente gained erill
rf liArlers keel?.
01, IND
Clip Out This
Coupon
and
Mail Today
In an Envelope
Aeee%
r' 41,n
EARr4 $1 to $5
every week
in spare time
and Win fret Prizes—
It You A••• a toy 120. Old*, Us• This Coupon PAW
 'Pro? Name and •Cidress Below. 
T,
-State Defender 
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.
fit bundle Cl ;apart,
Name
Are You a So,?
In Care al
S'iert and Imo.
Post OfFce
0•• of Valor
Lott boa,re
pi• 10,14•r•
A ;e Deie 110441. . 
be Code
111
wo •
L f. 
Stet, ....
Dr,
Bush whole white 6 total Limit
white homing
Potatoes 141/2
 oz. di 250
Sacramento 3 Limit I
Tomato Juice 4.6 oz. 25*
State Fair
Tomatoes 16 oz. 2/ 29no
4 Limit
Sacramento 8 oz. 6 Limit
Tomato Sauce 6/ 390
Bush Red
15 oz.
Kidney
 Beans 3/ 290
Light Crust
FLOUR
5-Lb,
Ban.
2 Limit
350
Blue Plate 2 Limit
Mayonnaise Qt. 39*
Fred Montesi Brown & Serve
3 LimitROLLS Pkg. of 12s 19*
Carnation 13 oz.
Evap. Milk 2/ 290
Wesson
Vegetable Oil
24 oz.
490
Bush 15 oz.
Turnip Greens 2/ 25*
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH— 1132 E SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAYEN;
EAST-5014 POPLAR it^.1 MENDENHA1L1
MIDTOWN —1620 MADISON
IN.D.A. Choice
Rib
Roast
lit 3 ribs lb. 990
Hormel
Tamales 5 OZ. 270
U.S. D.A. Grade A
Fryers
V•tIole 3 t_tit,It 290
cut up per lb 32
Ham
Slices
center cut lb. 1.09
Frozen
PORK
Chitterlings
10 lb.
pail 3.79
Armours
Chili w/Beans
151/2
 oz.
280
ARMOURS
Beef Stew 24oz 49*
Sacramento Halves or Slices
Peaches 29 oz. 27
Fred Montesi
Smooth 21/2
 Lb. Jar
Peanut Butter 970
Showboat
Pork & Beans 141/2 110
Fred Montesi
1/4 Lb. Box 31*
Puff in
Biscuits 6/ 49*,
8 oz.
Kraft Velveeta
Cheese 2 BoLxb 1-15
Coronet
JUMBO TOWELS 2 rolls
WITH COUPON & SOO addit. GROCERY PURCHASE
Jumbo Towels
I r 1
2rolls 1*
With-can/pen and 5.00 additional purchase •scl,dini'-
'
etelu• of coupon merchon efis• ( fresh with pr..dueisand etilitieco also exclud•d in eompliame• •-•“l• stake's,:Ion/. noupon ieepiries noon Vfedneedery Jan.28Ant,.? r•ete porches, •••••4 incitH11141141 in C4141110ndemptien ONE '":0UPOF• PER FAMILY PER WEEK
FRED MONTESI Country Style
Pure Pork
SAUSAGE
Fresh Ground
2 lb. bag
95*
HAMSUROER
alb. pkg. or more 59e
lb.
Short Rib of Beef
choice per lb. 49*
for boiling p.vlb. 290"
Slab BACON
sliced pa. lb. 69* .11
f
;
7V 4.
•••
74. 74 -tilt T441M't". T".-1411"14,14i..7141.11NWAVVIKlitlit 73l git IIVIVIII"OL4rgli•A aka*. •Il 114 .14 ‘791.741'..V.;:;\ 1.0\ ..A.1%.."ia:T
.:A...:Vii..74.4.01p.e13;i7•46..4.4•eip.4 .4,11.4.
•
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fTIciver's Plans RemainMystery FBI Probes Fla.
iseems
SAN=rANCISCO, - Specu-
don eileeeit an all tune high
re z:ir the future plans of
ridgr=rleaver. sell exiled
ack detweeither Leader, since
al4=iturned to the coon-
/. Alreompanied by Clea-
rs zaz who had been ex-
etedeleweirrive here with him.
ambit.
Kati= Clever, who was
arrives.. here with Emory
iugl,aninister of culture,
f 7 the=troversial Panthers,
i re=st to have told
eiglaieesie go on without her,
t causE:=Le intended to re-
3 in i=giers with her mili-
I at hinvisaind
Mrs. Clever is expectiag the
c uple's second child.
They have been living in
A Igier s for the past six
3 3nths.
Clever attracted nation-wide
• :ention recently when he in-
n unced that he intended to te-
rn to his native land before
ig also.
He disappeared in late No-
v 'mber 1968, h011"S before
C ilifornia authorities planned
to pick him up as a parole via-
la..ior.
He is also wanted on a vari-
t• of charges stemming from
a., alleged gun battle between
the Black Panthers, and Oak-
land Calif police April 6 1968.
It was reported that Clever
lived m Cuba, immediately
after fleeing the country, but
he finally popped up in Algiers,
where his wife joined him on
the eve of the birth of thier
first born son Maceo.
Clever w ho is the Interna-
tional Editor of Ramparts
magazine a volatile new leftist
organ, authored a best seller
in 1967, Soul On tee.
He has avowed to return to
America whether he ttoei so
legally or not.
Clever, well knee n for his
frank "tell it like it is," con-
jecture, recently told news•
men in Algiers that most south-
ern bi gots would have to.
"Have their heads taken off,"
before they changed.
He said that the statement
was literal, not figurative, and
that when the time came it
would depend solely upon the
resisters' how this would be
executed.
He is a declared revolution
protagonist, contending that
active revolution is the only
means by which black Ameri-
cans will eventually gain their
freedom.
Black Named To Va.
Governor's Top Staff
RICHMOND — For the first
time in the political history of
this southern state a Negro has
been appointed a member of
the Governor's executive staff
.1
William B. Robertsan, a 36-
year-old public school super-
visor from Roanoke, Va. has
been appointed by Governor-
elect Linwood Holton to concen-t
LATEST U.S. GOVERNMENT
FIGURES SHOW..
PAIL MALI, 1011s
lower in"tar"
than the
— best-selling
filter king.
LONGER ...YET MILDER
'Tar".
Mgt Ilia Ms 19 mg.- Best-selling filler king 2Img.
1
trate in consumer protection
and work in the fields of busi-
ness and job development dur-
ing the new administration.
Robertson will have the title
of executive assistant to the
Governor.
Robertson, a Republican.
holds Bachelor of Science de-
grees in education from Blue-
field. W. Va., and a masters in
education from Radford.
When Gov. Linwood Holton
is finally sworn into office, it
will mark the first time since
Jan. 1, 1886 that a Republican
has been the Governor of Vir-
ginia.
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
1468 Box ood St. S 9,500
4 rooms 1 bath frame-250 down
1023 Bradley St. 9.930
4 rooms, 1 bath, frame-250 down
,884 Decatur 8,950
7 rooms, I bath, brick-150 down
735 E. Mallory 9.750
6 rooms, 1 bath, brick-500 down
121 E ticKellar 9,500
4 rooms, I bath, frame-230 down
NO DISCRIMINATION
Long term, 8'7 Loans .itailable
ANYONE CAN BUY
See A ay Broker
RAY HAI
•4".
MAKES YOU LOOK
OLDER THAN YIN ARE
1000'01110
Oet
LICK BLAC
AT YOUR DRUGGIST
ByMon Claire INC.
-244 No. Main Street
(Downstairs)
521-3619
Year
End
Sale'
100% Human Hair
SHORTIE WIG sir
TAPERED WIG s12"
HAND MADE WIG '38"
EXPERT STYLING 3.50
BANK AMERICARD 'AY-A-WAY
Honor
MASTER CHARGE
Ailing Youth, 15 Dies
In Transfer From Jail
Klan Leader
Is Released
DANBURY CONN. — J.
Robert Jones, one of several
Ku Klux Kan leaders, who
were arrested for contempt of
Congress, has been released
from the Federal Prison here,
after serving his o ne ear
term.
Jones, and other Klan
leaders were arrested because
they refused to answer ques-
tions of the House Committee
on Un-American Activities,
who sought information about
the Klan's un-American activi-
ties.
Jones, who was the head of
the largest KKK branch in
North Carolina, said he would
be glad to get, "back south of
the Mason-Dixon Line, where
there's no damn Yankee dam-
druff."
Chi DJ
Buried
LEESBURG. Fla. — At the
request of a daily newspaper's
editor and publisher. the FBI,
is investigating the death of a
15-yearo14 black youth named
James Framer, who allegedly
died while in custody of t h e
County Jail in Tavares after
being incarcerated fir five
days and while being restrain-
ed by police.
The newspaperman, Tom
Heron, the editor-publisher of
the Leesburg Daily Commerci-
al, in asking the FBI ti make
the probe, said that the youth
had died on Dec. 23 while!
making the trip from the Lake
County Jail to the State Me-
morial Hospital in MaeCienny
in Alachu, County.
There is also some question
of whether the youngster was
a mental case, or if he simply
suffered from diabetes.
In any event, it was said
he was held in the C3unty
Jail for five days without
medicz1 treatment.
More than that, it is said
— that young Framer suffered
! from hallucinations and a very
real (to him) fear that some-
one was trying to kill him. He
'was. jailed on Dec. 17 and was
held for hearings to determine paper a imprisonment, enlistment of the services of
his mental competency. 'ed the youth just prior to his and sesulted in the halluei- extra deputies. were taken.in
However, he was alleged to being jailed and the physician nations about some3ne trying transferring of, the yoUltlin
, 
have expressed the fear that 
his authorities intended to kill made no indication at the 
to take his life which may the belief the, the youth might[
have been vented on jailers possibly b e come markedly
! I him. ' time that the youth miy have and transferring police.
; 
violent during the shift (ram
The newspaper indicated' suffered from diabetes. At least the physican has jail to the mental hospitallor
CHICAGO — Funeral serv- that the youth may have stif- The newspaper said the-made arrangements far a sanity tests.
ices were held here recently ifered from the physical ailephysician was of the opinian,sugar analysis of the youth's However, no one told police
for one of the first Negro disk . ment, diabetes, and that this,' that if ;he youth really had a i blood, t he results of which. or other au.horities engaged
jockeys in the nation, Jack L. in turn, brought about a men. diabetic condition, this could were still 'to be annoupeerl- at in the transfer that the yopth
Cooper. tal breakdown, have caused extreme neverous-* press time. :i . -,vas in need in diabe:ic mid-
Cooper, who died last week 
.
It was stated by ness, which became even more Extra
,
In-Custody" Death ••••••
aab'a
ala
in Mount Sinai Hospital. began -
his radio career in Chicago in
1926 with station WSBC.
His programs, many of which
were broadcast from his home,
'also were heard on stations
WJJD. WAAF, and WBEE
The well-known local radio
personality, Cooper, who is sur-
vived by his widow, Gertrude,
, and two sisters, retired in 1959
after losing his sight.
PIO BA IT
ON OUR
HOOKS
NEVER BEFORE!...
NEVER AGAIN!
Twelve months of Charm
for $1.00
Join our f-an Club
Formation of School
Fashion Board Fashion
Shows Parties
lit Big Meeting 1-24-70
DOLL
HOUSE
INC.
42451 Perk Ave. 452-1905
the news-
MIST STAND TRIM. -- David Hilliard.
militant Black Panther Chief, looks puzzl-
ed as he leaves a courtroom in San Fran-
cisco where a Federal Judge refused to
dismiss charge leveled against him that
he publicly threatened to "kill President
that doctor had treat-
NEW FLOWER POWER — The Jardin de Flores Club was
organized here recently, and some of the members are seen
watching the president. Mrs. Marie Wooldridge, put the
finishing touches on a spring flower arrangement. She says
a few flowers in early spring will give as much pleasure i-
an armful later in summer when blooms are bountiful.
From left are Mrs. Julia Roberts. Mrs. Erma Franklin,
Mrs. Wooldridge, Mrs. Esteen Nubia and Mrs. Minnie Robin -
NEW BLACK PRODUCTS
DISTR HMO RSHIP
Exclusive distributors now being appointed who will be
responsible for developing our Franchise Product in
their area. Very high net earnings with long term pro-
fits. S25-550,000 required, Write and include phone
number so you may be contacted for personel interviev
H.L. LEWIS, INC.
1812 E. 15th Terr.
KANSAS CITY, MO. 64127;
1 (316)842-047Z
aggraVjted by
Nixon." Hilliard pleaded iiiiocent to the
charge, but request by his attorney Char
les Garry to ha‘e the charge dismissed
was denied by. Federal Judge Lloyd Burke.
Hilliard is accused of having made the
threat while speaking at a mass rally. -
precautions,' in the ical care.
eseenit40,0_0"0*-104
•
• I 10.•
son. Not shown are Mrs. Joahn Farmer, Mrs. Bellezoia
Ford and Miss Dorothy Evans. (McChriston Moto)
Flowers Remembered
As Snow Comes Down
The weather didn't interfere Minnie Robinson and Mrs. Ire-
rowith a group of ladies, despite rie Woolridge as follows ll
the freezing rain ahd slippery open each meeting; "KeeCit
streets last Saturday nigh t,watered and cultivated, an -it
January 10, who met with will not harden, I know —32ir
"flower power" minds to or I live in a beautiful garee
ganize and make plans for where peace and tranqtY
spring gardening. Jardin de with God on this earth, tee
Flores Club was organized. happiness and joy, improale2
soil and tun."
The meeting was held in the Members of the club are
home of Mr. and Mrs, S. W. Ro- Marie Wooldridge, president
binsore 1524 S. Montgomery st. Mrs. Joan Farmer, secret:1'e
at 7:30 p.m. Miss Dorothy P. Evans, a.leZt
fiurpose of the club is to pro- ant secretary; and Mrs.
mote a love for gardening and teen Nubia, treasurer.
beautification; to assist and Committee chairmen are la,
encourage the natural beauty Bellezora Ford, telephone; sts
of the homes and to develop Julia Roberts, Yearbook:
skill in the art of flower ar- Erma Franklin, Sunshine 2nd
rangement. Mrs. Minnie Robinson, pel,
The creed, penned by Mrs.' city. alb
A GIFTBOOK
PRESENTATION
"The Power of the New World
Personality" by
Elwood Isaiah Ogilvie
PLACE CASH ORDERS NOW
FOR ADVANCED 1ST EDITION SALES
$3•50 per copy
at the
NEW WORLD BOOK OUTLET
TRI-STATE DEFENDER BUILDING
124 East Calhoun Memphis, Tennessee
38101
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HONOR JUNIOR MISS — Gifts from members of local
chapters of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority are seen shower-
„ ing gifts on Miss Brenda Smith, a Booker T. Washington
student who is "Memphis Junior Miss,” during :I
,founders' Day gathering at the home of Miss Sallie C.
Bartholomew. Standing, from lett, are Miss Claudine
Stansbury, Mrs. Mattie Crossley, president of the Memphis
Alumnae chapter; Mrs. Minnie Woods, Mrs. Norma Grif-
fin, Miss Smith, Mrs. J. Smith, mother of the honoree:
and Mrs. Carrie Harris. Members of :he sorority look on
approving,1). (Hooks Bros. Photo)
Mrs. Bartholomew Is Hostess
For Delta Founders' Program
Club To Give
An Afro Tea
The Klondyke Civic Club
will present an Afro Tea at its
Members of Alpha Upsilon, A color film of past regional Tennessee. clubhouse at 943 Volletine ave
t El 
Plans for the regional con- to *non 
Kappa, and Memphis i conferences and nationa, con- next Sunday, Jan. 24, from 4
Alumnae chapters of Delta ventions was shown by Soror 7 p m 'The public is invit-ference scheduled to be held ed. . *Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. Mazy Collier. 
at the Sheraton-Peabody Hotelmet Friday night, January 9, Soror Alteena Foster fur- in June. 1970 were discussed. The regular monthly meeting
.at the home of Mrs. Sallie C. nished both piano and guitar Delegates from the five states of the club was held in theBartholomew, 1993 S. Park- music and was accompanied of the Southern Region will be Jrganization's headquarters at
way, E. to observe the 57th by Soror Yvonne Smith on the in attendance from June 18-21. 943 Vollentme recently, and itiantversary of the founding bongo drum. was reported that 28 baskets
of the international, interracial Founders D a y chairmen were given to the needy from
Greek-letter ittrority. A special feature of the were Sorors Carrie Harris and the club on last Christmas.celebration was the presen'a-SeVenty-five sorurs recalled tion of Miss Brenda Smith of 
Claudine Stansbury.
The club's next meeting willthe founding of the organtza- Regional Conference chair-Booker Washington High School be held on Feb. 10.tion at Howard University,. who — is -'MEMPHIS . JUNIOR men are Sorors Ernestine C.
'Washington, D. C. through a' hfiss.,, Miss Smith was Cunningham and Maggie L. Jesse James is president otskillfully written and drams
-showered with frillies and pret- McDowell. Soror Mottle R. the club, .nd Mrs. Vera Motontizld play that was presented ties and cash donations from Crossley is chapter president, is secretary.by the undergraduate chapters.
,., the members.
...•
Orleans Club
golds Dinner
A mid-year summari of
local chapter activities includ-
ed a report from the Mental
Health committee to the effect
that $240 had been paid to the
Memphis Mental Health as-
sociation for the services of a
licensed beautician to take carelike Orleans Street Corn mu- 
of the year's beauty needs ofLila' Club's Christmas dinner
at held at the home of Mrs, the female patients at the psychiatric hospital on PoplarMamie S. Pamphlet of 1966 Ar- Atso an evaluation ofa Place on Dec. 18, = 1969, Street. "
included turkey and tra- the monthly visits to the
dwietial food for the season.
411' patients at Bolivar. Tenn. was
given. Groups of members
=aog with the members, donate 4 hours each per month
or guests enjoyed the detect- to visiting, serving, and enter-
menu. taming a ward of 60 patients.
=nations were sent to the It was agreed that the 200
hours a year of personal timeBeale Street Nursery, Prescott
NOrsery and the Boys Sun- have made some of the patients
shine Club. aware of the interest and con-
cern of people in the area.
Mrs. Mamie Ross is presi-.Articles of clothing and toys
dent of the Orleans Street Corn- are now being collected from
munity Club, and Mrs. Velma the sorors to take to the chil-;
Williams, secretary. derns' hospital at Arlington,
I
SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
(If he can't he doesn't
deserve your business)
His.• is on• of th• outstandingoutomobile salesmen
in th• Memphis ar•a. Naturally, he's at Union Chev-
rolet. Tommy Grant is r•ady to show you an outstand-
ing s•lection of fin• n•w and used cars and trucks,
lie can Ise of gnat h•lp in assisting and advising
you on financing. Se• Tommy Grant.. . Mak• a No. 1
Buy on America's No, 1 Car Chevrolet at Union.
a
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Tri-State Defender -
BONANZA !PA
EASTER
BUNNY
CONTEST
All Carriers Eligible
Enter my name in the
Tri-State Defender
Easter Contest
Name 
Address 
Telephone No., 
Number Copies sold January 10 
Mail coupon or give to Routeman
Filf out coupon
All carriers must turn in Customer List
No Ban shall be len than 25 copies
Points will be awarded for weekly increase
Points for Prompt Payment
Contest begirn with copies sold Januar? 1 0
Contest ands with March 21 copses sold
PRIZES!!! PRIZES!!! PRIZES!!!
Tape Recorders!!!
Walkie Talkie!!! Watches!!!
Transistors!!!!
...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS 
MONEY...D STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!
You can't do as well-]
anywhere else! ;II
PEPSI, 7-UP
or COKES
6-oz. or 10-oz. bottle
3 6-btl. ctns.
with Our coupon offer
BANQUET
MEAT PIES
Chicken, Turkey, Beef or Macaroni
& Cheese.
8-oz. I
Ea.
MEL-0-SOFT
BREAD
4 1
-lb.
4-oz.
loaves
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U.S.CHOICE TENDERAY
ROUND
STEAK
FRYING
CHICKEN
Cut-up, Mixed Parts
b.33'
FRESH PICNIC
JONATHAN
APPLES
3-lb
bag49' 5-1b.bag
U.S. NO. ONE
FLORIDA
ORANGES
RED
POTATOES
9 20-1b.bag
Country Style
Sliced Bacon 
 
lb  690
Quarter Sliced as Mixed Chops
Port Loin 
 
lb. 70
SElleoettatoes 
 ' 29
Plain or Self-Rising
Mother's Best Mea15439C
e 41-lb.4-oz cans $1
Avondale Sliced
Pineappl
100 EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this
coupon and
85.00 purchase,
excluding tobacco and
fresh or fro7en milk
products and in add-
ition to any other pur-
chase requirements.
Good thru 'Cues..Jati.27.
toe limit onewag,
.'""ii
5.
COUPON
PE ,r «110
I, Oil ,5 S I
ih 01 1,1 ;
with this non and
$5.00 additional our—
chase, excluding tobacco
and fresh or frozen
rfill' prodiff Is.
I .tones Jan. 21
t irnit one.
Vute
FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
lap.
1/27/70
EA with a 14-qt. Kroger Dry Milk m
7U or II-oz. Kroger Coffee CreamerW'
50 with a LargeAngel Food Cake
50 with 2-lbs. or more Ground 0Chuck or Ground Round
50
50
25
with 2 pkgs. Breakfast or
Center-Cut Pork Chops
with 5.2.00 or more
Seafood purchase
with 39c or more
Banana purchase
El
0
CI
25 with 5-lbs. or more Potatoes El
25 with 2 heads Lettuce
25
 
with 3-lbs. or more Onions' Eg
25 with 5-lbs. Bag Grapefruit
;
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ORTS HORIZON Black Air Cadet WinsRhodes Scholarship
was esnleas in three times oUt,
the same fate suffered by
Memphis State against Brad-
SA-
•
early schooling in the nation's
capitol, graduating from Wes-
tern High School in June 1966.
He wa-, a National Merit Scho-
larship "inalist and was on the
EMY, Col
U. S. AIR FORCE ACAD. Cadets Barker and Keys will Barker was a cadet squadron Senior High School, where he
B1CL school track and rifle teams.o. — Air Force' do graduate work in philoso- commander during the fall was a member of the Nation-LITTLE 
Schools having more than
the field but could make good Magicians when L.0 Coach Academy Senior Cadets Scott phy, politics and economics. semester with the rank of tIt wee a black Saturday for ' on only 24 fielders. The Hur- Jerry Johnson pulled off the S. 
Jr 
Barker and George R. Keys,
local eelkse basketball teams ricaue' led Bob Horn's 21 and last trick of the game with ' 
have been named %trainers 
-of Rhodes Scholarships, onelast iveekead. LeMoyne-Owen Granville Bunton's 18 a, a
substitute, scored 33 field goals
and nine of 18 free throws.
State fought Tulsa on almostley, &. Lows and Ttlbd. Chris- even terms in the first half byties Brothers and Southwestern keeping the ball away fromspa a pair but both quintets the Nisitors' 6-10 center Danawere iziowaed last Saturday Lewis, who was the most yak,-night.
able player in the Liberty
This may be the last year Bowl Tournament, was heldcry MSU leader Moe to eight points z.nd only 51
 
the clock was not stopped um-lba. One observer commented 
rebounds for 40 minutes of ' mediatelY following the foul.that lba would probably an- playing time. Going into the' A 2-0 forfeit was claimed bynounce before the season is ,
ended that he will not retan. 
dressing room trailing 36.40 it1Lane who was easily iefeatedin an effort to get a little zip would 
p p e a r e d that the Tigers' early in the season at Bruce
make a fight of it. How- . Hall.out of his cagers for the re- ever, in the second half MSUmaining games. The Tigers' hit on only nine of 41 shots.' LINCOLN ( Mo.) TONIGHThad lull left the Mid-South The ball simply wouldn't goColiseum floor smarting under down tor the hapless lba cag- 
LeMoyne, undefeated in Brucea 77-61 shellacking handed Hall this s e a s on hopes tothem Sy T ers.ulsa. A crowd ef shake the Magicians recent6,016 watched cold shooting Don H o 1 c o m b scored 18 skid when Lincoln UniversityMemphis State go down to its points and added a game high of Jefferson City Missouri in.26th straight Missouri Valley 19 rebounds, and Jesse Buck- vades Friday night. It was aConference defeat. ' mon's 10 points were the Only victory over Lincoln back in
. Mai bright spots. The MSC December which launched theFive of -those setbacks ham drought has now begua to show Purple wave to a sizzling start.come this season as the MSU in its financial support. Over Losses to Tougaloo, Union andrecord is. now a dismal 4-10. Lane, all on the road last weekTulsa has- been hot and cold, still leaves L-0 with a respec-the win, the Golden Hurricanes' table 10-4 record. The defeat
by Union was the Magician's' Base on Okinawa. Cadet Keys'
first reversal in the VSAC. . parents, Mr. and Mrs. George
R. Keys, Sr., live at 5219 New
CBC dropped a 94.88 heart-'Hampshire Ave.. N. W.. in
Lane College in Jackson last
Saturday night by pulling his
team and leaving the Dragons
with no opponents on the floor
with three seconds left in the
overtime and the score tied at
85-85. Lane had a foul shot
after L-O was assessed with
an infraction. Coach Johnsonl
protested the foul and claimed .
second against three losses in
the MV, pushed the Okla-
homa five to 8-6 after a key
victory .over Oklahoma City
earlier is the week.
As the final seconds tick
away in the Tulsa-MSU con-
test Coach lba and his staff
were lamented with "One
straight for Moe" and -Moe
has got to go." Against Tulsa
the coach: couldn't do the thing
that it tans to win any game
and that is guide the ball into
the basket. The Tigers tried
inside. outside and even a rare-
ly usecrtlatbreak b u t the re-
sults were. the same as the
lethargic MSU shooting per-
centage of 29.3 from the floor
will attest. The Tigers had 82
chances to 75 for Tulsa from
200 season ticket holders failed
to reserve their seats for the
current campaign. It haE also
been rumored that some of the
big money backers of the athle-
tic program are withdrawing
their support. Iba's critics are
really becoming ..ncal as the
son of the famed Hank lba of
Oklahoma State nears the end
of his fourth year as the Tigers
hardwood boss. The 17-7 rec-
ord and lT appearance lba's
first year at NISI.% his only
winning season, was lade
possible by material recruited
by Dean Elhers. The wolves
are after the .2xcitable alSt
mentor and the odds ar,' that
their prey will be cornered be-
fore or by March.
MAGICIANS PULL HOUDIN!
Things reached a frustrating
climax for the LeMoyne-Owen
t •
4.8.00
rwiravg ,„.0 06,
breaker to tall Bethel College
at De La Salle last Saturday
night. Starting a line-up which
averaged 6-5, Bethel had to
get a '54 point effort from 5-9
reserve Ken Boohler to over-
take the Bucs in overtime.
Coach Joe Stephenson watched
CBC do everything but come
out on the long end of t h e
score. The Hues held com-
manding leads in the game
and held a 43-32 edge at half-
time The win gave Bethel a
share of the VSAC lead with
UT Martin. Bethel is 11-4 and
3-1 in the conference. T h e
Tigers were pre-season co
favorites with LeMoyne.
o, RRIf
Ai. _
since the nation's newest serv-
ice school graduated its first
class in 1959.
Cadet Barker is the son of
Air Force Lieutenant Colonel
and Mrs. Paul W. Barker, pres-
ently stationed at Naha Air
Washington, D. C.
Among 32 American Rhodes
Scholars selected in state and
regional competitian to attend
Oxford University in England,
"HOMEWORKERS
WANTED"
Envelope addressers; send self-
addressed: stamped envelope
OVERSEAS JOBS: High Pay!
List of companies hiring $1.00
THE ELLIOT CO. 748
Ilashington,Mianii Beach. Fla.
33139
-41
,Itica51
It's a hard world.
You deserve a soft whiskey.
cif
11111
sort
orilsar
CALVERT
MO=
'rsk;
Calvert Extra.
The Soft ‘Vhiskey.
SLENDEO WHISKEY • 86 PROOF • of. NEuTPAL SPiFor;-1-. LI
-411sis' a
PRODUCTION
FOREMAN
Ilbsperlenee I. lietal AiremaMy aM
setitnory. RIO liteire Eradiatewith proven DIM abilltY.Oill
Sor elelaktimat
CUMMINS
RECON
6rwICe t.i.kg
An Nog •NortillItS MPH: Pr
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH ?
FINANCECiYCN ,r  I ENT
LOCATIONS
HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
FreeEstimates
E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. Main St.
of the most coveted honors in
academic circles.
They are the twelfth and
thirteenth Air Farce Acad-
emy students to receive them
The 21-year-old cadets will cadet lieutenant colonel and
be graduated from the Air Keys was a material officer at
Force Academy in June with group level and a cadet major.
bachelor of science degrees Cadet Barker is a May 1966
and be commissioned as second graduate of Bellevue, Neb.,
lieutenants in the U. S. Air
Force. They will begin their
studies at Oxford next fall.
Besides the Americans, Rhod-
es Scholars also are chosen in
the Commonwealth countries..
Each scholar enters Oxford
for two years with a chance to
apply for a third. He selects
any field of study for which Ox-'
ford offers a degree.
The scholarships were estab-
lished in 1902 following the
death of Cecil Rhodes. He in-
sisted that the scholus
i"shall not be mercty '..lastok-
worms" but rather ..tan each
be "the best,_ ' Man . for the
world's fight'. He must be
1"vigorous" but need not be astar athlete.Barker and Keys are strongin intramural sports.
GEORGE KEYS, JR. Both are on the Superinten-
' dent's List for excellence in
academics and military train-
ing. They are "A" average
students and have held posi-
tions of leadership in the 3700.
member Cadet Wing,
3471 Poplar at Highland
1471 Florida at Parkway
4104 Navy Rd., Millington
549 South Parkway Eoi.,
661 Chelsea
4280 Macon Road
452 E. Shelby Drive
2219 Fler;de
"It's Lucky For Me "
Where You Always Receive
QUALITY STAMPS
1478 National
3152 Johnson
4701 Highway 51 South
2481 Dwight Road
2121 Young Avenu•
4571 Quince
5205 Highway 61 S.
1693 Lauderdale
 A
Save a bundle!
Lease trucks from 1
CARL CARSON!
PEST
EICTERIOIUTII6 CO
TEIMETES-10AOSIRS
OUS-RATS
Licensed cnd Bonded
Call us before you are
Embarrassed
"WE KILL TO UVE"
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PM. FA7-6033
CIVIL ENGINEERS PUBLIC WORKS
S815 & UP
BLACK and WHITE together- we're building
the CITY OF SEATTLE. Professional advance-
ment; Diversified Assignments: Tuition reim-
bursement Management Trainee Program. If
you have a CE Degree or any engineering degree
and 2 year's experience in CE or an EIT and 2
year's experience in CE and if you are black,
you can help, Let's talk it over: Telephone or
write BILL DO LAN, Area Code 206-583-
2724c Seattle Engineering Department, 600
4th Avenue, Seattle Washington 98104
all-state and honorable men- one Rhodes Scholarship winner
tion prep All-American pick this year are: Harvard, six;
Yale, five; Princeton, three;in football and also earned
letters in wrestling. and Columbia, flowdoin and the.
University of Virginia, two
each,Cadet Keys received his
(Get theBest
Used Cars From the
Get MGM Dealer!
1925 UNION AVE.ISHER 275-11483250 SUMMER
324-4444 ,)
THAN'S
LOAN UFFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET JA 6-5300
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whit so ever
In Getting Driver licenst
Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600
Onelfear
 
Service-No Extra
 
Champ
Including Parts, Labor and Service Call
Within 25 miles radius of Memphis city limits.
On All
We Do Our Own Service
ALL NEW 1970 Afiltirjr"
FINE-FURN(TURE STYLED
SOUll-STATI CONSOLE STEREO
WITH FM/AM/STEREO FM RADIO
A.9041W • THE BELLWOOD
Distinctive Contemporary styled cabinet in gen-
uine oil finished Walnut veneers and select
hardwood solids with Tape Input/Output OW
plus provision for optional
extension speakers with $
optionsl adapter kit 
1
WELL LIGHTED
PARKING AT ALL
5 LDCATIONS
Phone for
QUICK Delivery
AU. 1 STORES OPEN
MU 1 A.M. TO S P.M.
Color Console TVs
17 RADIOFRII DELIMIT WITHIN 23
MILES RADIUS OF MEMPHIS
NEW ZENITH COLOR
COMMANDER
Nov one knob adjoiti centres..
col*, level and brightness in
proper halloo* Werolfoneetisly
—cod they stay perfectly in
balance as you adios} the col-
to picture 'to match changing
ti5h4 horols room.
Theric es Omer any mod to
tyre t•parati. coetrotc.
n• ABBEY
M•4•1 A411411
Charm:we Early
American styled
compact console M
"melee Maple veneers
and hardwood
• encleser• .4
elmoreliwe front earl
ttirn rer Jiriew-cs.•
Spitler.
DISPATCHED TRUCKS
Limited Time Offer
WE DO
OUR
OWN SERVICE
SIC pfitky prronteiritx
The CHALLENGER • A20171C
TA* Slim Lino Seflos
G,acefulty slim portable TV in a light-
weight molded two-tone color cabinet.
Charcoal color and Off-White color.
Too Carry Handle. Monopole Antenna.995 $12rs
BUY ON ACE APPLIANCE EASY PAY PLAN
ACE
SUMMER
appliance company
IWWITEHAVINI
411111 NW". 11
Ikons 3144406 Phoosi 396-1H191
1431 1111111111111IN
L **Tin' ... O. KINKUI LLSATUNJL
FRAYSER 
en. 111Mtme• Oft". 111
Naomi 318-4SOS
LAtma POPLAR
55 74 Looms. SIS 7 Nolo*
P16•.• 743-1370 Mimi 1222"11141
•
